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This master’s thesis starts with an introduction to how cloud solutions and mobile applications can be connected to each other. After the introduction, the ways in which different cloud solutions will be studied and compared are defined. After the definition of study methods, the selection of cloud solutions is made, followed by an actual study of the selected cloud solutions. Next, based on the results of this study, a comparison of the selected cloud solutions is made. This master’s thesis ends with a conclusion, which takes account of the study and the comparison of the selected cloud solutions.

In this master’s thesis, Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud Platform and Microsoft Azure were selected as study and comparison targets. As a conclusion of the study and comparison, it is possible to say that the compared cloud solutions offer different kinds of approaches on how to support mobile applications. This master’s thesis presents these different approaches; based on the given information, picking the most suitable cloud solution for a certain mobile application is facilitated.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amazon EBS</td>
<td>Amazon Elastic Block Store</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon EC2</td>
<td>Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon EMR</td>
<td>Amazon Elastic MapReduce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon FPS</td>
<td>Amazon Flexible Payments Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon IAM</td>
<td>Amazon Identity and Access Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon MFA</td>
<td>Amazon Multi-Factor Authentication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon RDS</td>
<td>Amazon Relational Database Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon S3</td>
<td>Amazon Simple Storage Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon SES</td>
<td>Amazon Simple Email Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon SNS</td>
<td>Amazon Simple Notification Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon SQS</td>
<td>Amazon Simple Queue Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon SWF</td>
<td>Amazon Simple Workflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon VPC</td>
<td>Amazon Virtual Private Cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD</td>
<td>Active Directory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADM</td>
<td>Amazon Device Messaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMI</td>
<td>Amazon Machine Image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API</td>
<td>Application Programming Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APNs</td>
<td>Apple Push Notification service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWS</td>
<td>Amazon Web Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BaaS</td>
<td>Back-end as a Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blob</td>
<td>Binary Large Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORS</td>
<td>Cross-Origin Resource Sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRUD</td>
<td>Create Read Update Delete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB</td>
<td>Database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB</td>
<td>Gigabyte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCM</td>
<td>Google Cloud Messaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSM</td>
<td>Hardware Security Module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IaaS</td>
<td>Infrastructure as a Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBaaS</td>
<td>Mobile Back-end as a Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPNS</td>
<td>Microsoft Push Notification Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PaaS</td>
<td>Platform as a Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNS</td>
<td>Platform Notification System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REST</td>
<td>Representational State Transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAML</td>
<td>Security Assertion Markup Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDK</td>
<td>Software Development Kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA</td>
<td>Secure Hash Algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLA</td>
<td>Service-level agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQL</td>
<td>Structured Query Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSL</td>
<td>Secure Sockets Layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URI</td>
<td>Uniform Resource Identifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAMK</td>
<td>Tampere University of Applied Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WNS</td>
<td>Windows Push Notification Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAT</td>
<td>Value Added Taxes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 INTRODUCTION

In FIGURE 1 is presented common use cases how a mobile application and a cloud solution can be connected to each other. In the FIGURE 1 is presented that:

- a mobile application can pull information to a cloud solution,
- a cloud solution can push information to a mobile application,
- a cloud solution can process information received from a mobile application,
- a cloud solution can store information received from a mobile application,
- a cloud solution can have security related functionalities to authenticate and authorize a mobile application,
- a mobile application can be built on top of different mobile platforms (for example on top of iOS or Android) and
- usage of a cloud solution might cost something (pricing model)

FIGURE 1. Common use cases how a mobile application and a cloud solution can be connected to each other

Pull information in the FIGURE 1 means that mobile application can send information to cloud solution. The information pull in the FIGURE 1 is triggered by the mobile application. Push information in the FIGURE 1 means that cloud solution can send information to mobile application. The information push in the FIGURE 1 is triggered by the cloud solution. This master’s thesis is scoped to study and compare how cloud solutions support mobile applications based on the use cases mentioned in the FIGURE 1.
2 STUDY AND COMPARISON CRITERIA

This master’s thesis studies and compares:
- how different cloud solutions makes possible to pull information from the mobile application to the cloud solution,
- how different cloud solutions stores information received from the mobile application,
- how different cloud solutions process information received from the mobile application,
- how different cloud solutions makes possible to push information from the cloud solution to the mobile application,
- how different cloud solutions handle security,
- how different cloud solutions support different mobile platforms and
- pricing models of different cloud solutions

Pull information in this master’s thesis will be studied and compared based on how mobile application can send information to cloud solution. Pull information in this case means that the mobile application has triggered the information sending. Push information in this master’s thesis is studied and compared based on how cloud solution can send information to mobile application. Push information in this case means that the cloud solution has triggered the information sending. Security of different cloud solution will be studied and compared in this master’s thesis based on how authentication and authorization can be done. Authentication in this case means to verify that the mobile application or user of it is whom it claims to be. Authorization in this case means to verify that the mobile application can only access information in the cloud solution where it has access to.
3 STUDY TARGETS

It is possible to identify layers between a cloud solution and a mobile application as Michael Facemire (2012) from the Forrester Research has done in his mobile service triangle (see FIGURE 2). In the previously mentioned triangle, Michael Facemire has defined following layers: Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS), Mobile Backend-as-a-Service (MBaaS) and Mobile Middleware. It is possible to compare all these layers to for example a computer: IaaS is the hardware, PaaS is the operating system (for example Windows 8), MBaaS hides/groups complex services of the operating system by having a simplified service on top of the operating system services and Mobile Middleware is a software which uses services of MBaaS.

FIGURE 2. Michael Facemire’s mobile service triangle

The Mobile Backend-as-a-Service layer (in FIGURE 2) is possible to see for example in the Internet referred also as a “Backend-as-a-Service” (BaaS). MBaaS or BaaS is something which has been introduced to for example accelerate development of mobile applications. Appcelerator and IDC have made a report about mobile trends (Michael King, John Jackson, 2013). The mobile trends report was made by surveying 6698 mobile developers. In the previously mentioned survey was a following question: “BaaS will overtake PaaS as the preferred cloud solution for mobile developers”. Mobile developers answered to the previously mentioned question following:

- 14.8 % very likely,
- 59.4 % likely and
- 25.8 % not likely.

Based on the mobile trends report it is possible to see that 74.2 % of mobile developers that was surveyed expects BaaS to overtake PaaS as the preferred cloud solution for mobile developers.
Gartner and MarketsAndMarkets have made forecasts related to MBaaS. Gartner has forecasted in one of their press releases following: “By 2016, 40 Percent of Mobile Application Development Projects Will Leverage Cloud Mobile Back-End Services” (Meulen & Rivera 2013). MarketsAndMarkets has forecasted in one of their press releases BaaS market to grow between years 2012 and 2017 from 216.5 million dollar to 7.7 billion dollar (MarketsAndMarkets 2012). Based on forecasts from the Gartner and MarketsAndMarkets there exists at the moment a growing market for MBaaS.

Based on the reports and forecasts mentioned in this chapter, this master’s thesis will concentrate studying and comparing how Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud Platform and Microsoft Azure offers MBaaS cloud solutions. The selection of Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud Platform and Microsoft Azure has been done based on personal interests.
4 STUDY

4.1 Amazon Web Services

Amazon Web Services (AWS) is Amazon.com’s cloud platform. AWS was released in year 2006 and it offers its products and services from following regions North Virginia, Oregon, North California, Ireland, Singapore, Tokyo, Sydney, São Paulo, GovCloud and Beijing (Amazon Web Services: Product and Services by Region).

From the AWS web site navigation it is possible to see that AWS categories its products to following categories: compute & networking, storage & CDN, database, analytics, application services, deployment & management and AWS Marketplace software. In the compute & networking category AWS provides following products: Amazon EC2, Auto Scaling, Elastic Load Balancing, Amazon WorkSpaces, Amazon VPC, Amazon Route 53 and AWS Direct Connect. In the storage & CDN category AWS provides following products: Amazon S3, Amazon Glacier, Amazon EBS, AWS Import/Export, AWS Storage Gateway and Amazon CloudFront. In the database category AWS provides following products: Amazon RDS, Amazon DynamoDB, Amazon ElastiCache and Amazon Redshift. In the analytics category AWS provides following products: Amazon EMR, Amazon Kinesis, AWS Data Pipeline and Amazon Redshift. In the application services category AWS provides following products: Amazon AppStream, Amazon CloudSearch, Amazon SWF, Amazon SQS, Amazon SES, Amazon SNS, Amazon FPS and Amazon Elastic Transcoder. In the deployment and management category AWS provides following products: AWS Management Console, AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM), AWS CloudTrail, Amazon CloudWatch, AWS Elastic Beanstalk, AWS CloudFormation, AWS OpsWork and AWS CloudHSM. In the Amazon Marketplace software category AWS provides different kind of partner software (for example developer tools).

From the AWS Solutions web page of the AWS web site it is possible to see that AWS claims that it can used in building of following solutions: application hosting, backup and storage, content delivery, databases, e-commerce, enterprise IT, high performance computing, media hosting, on-demand workforce, search engines, web hosting, media, entertainment and life sciences (Amazon Web Services: AWS Solutions).
Sign up to Amazon Web Services is required in order to be able to use it. The sign up process contains five steps: account creation, payment method, identity verification, support plan and confirmation. In the account creation step it is required to input full name, country, address, city, state (or province or region), postal code (or ZIP) and phone number. In the account creation step it is also required to read and agree the terms of the Amazon Web Services Customer Agreement. In the payment method step it is required to input type of the credit card, credit card number, cardholder’s name, expiration date of the credit card and billing address. After completing the credit card information and billing address in the payment method step, VAT registration number is asked if the billing address is located in a country that collects value added taxes (VAT). It is possible to define the VAT number also later in the AWS Account Activity page. In the identity verification steps, Amazon.com has an automated system that makes a call to given phone number. In the call it is required to input a PIN code which will be visible in the sign up web page while the call is in progress. After the correct PIN code is entered in the call, the sign up web page will automatically confirm that the identity verification is successfully completed. In the support plan step, Amazon.com will offer four plans: Basic, Developer, Business and Enterprise. From the FIGURE 3 it is possible to see details of different support plans. It is possible to see from the FIGURE 3 for example that the Basic support plan does not cost anything, Developer support plan will cost 49 dollars per month, Business support plan will cost at least 100 dollars per month and Enterprise support plan will cost at least 15 000 dollars per month. In the confirmation step, Amazon.com will send a sign up completed confirmation, a welcome and a getting started mail. From the sign up web page when in confirmation step, it is possible to for example launch the AWS Management Console, view developer resources or start exploring Amazon Web Services.
Registered user of the Amazon Web Services is possible to access AWS Management Console (see FIGURE 4). In the AWS Management Console it is possible to access and manage Amazon Web Services. In the FIGURE 4 it is possible to see the console home of the AWS Management Console. From the console home it is possible for example to navigate to a certain AWS service. In the top of the AWS Management Console it is possible for example to see user account related actions, current region change action, navigation to different AWS services and navigation to help documentation.

From the Amazon Web Services web site it is possible to find “Mobile Applications on AWS” documentation (Amazon Web Services: Mobile Applications on AWS). By reading the “Mobile Applications on AWS” documentation and comparing content of it to Michael Facemire’s mobile service triangle (see FIGURE 2), it is not possible to find one service from the AWS which could be referred as a Mobile Backend-as-a-Service. From the “Mobile Application on AWS” documentation it is possible to find for example a service to store information in the AWS and a service to push information from the AWS to a mobile application. By combining different services of AWS it could be possible to create one service which could be called Mobile Backend-as-a-Service.
4.1.1 Setting up MBaaS solution

In the Amazon Web Services it is not possible to setup a single service which would act as a Mobile Backend-as-a-Service. In the Amazon Web Services it is required to use several different services in order to create MBaaS solution.

4.1.2 Pull Information to Cloud Solution

In the Amazon Web Services it is possible to pull information from the mobile application to Amazon Web Service using AWS SDK. How to pull information from a mobile application to the Amazon Web Service varies based on where the information will be stored. In the Amazon Web Services it is required to use services of the selected storing solution.
directly in order to be able to pull information from the mobile application to Amazon Web Services.

4.1.3 Store Information in Cloud Solution

In the Amazon Web Services it possible to use for example Amazon DynamoDB, Amazon RDS, Amazon SimpleDB or Amazon S3 to store information. It is also possible to setup own database on Amazon EC2 and Amazon EBS to make possible to store information in the Amazon Web Services.

Amazon DynamoDB is a non-relational database service. Amazon DynamoDB database consist of tables. A table in the Amazon DynamoDB is schema-less and can contain one or many items. An item in the Amazon DynamoDB can contain one or many attributes. A table in the Amazon DynamoDB is not limited to a certain data size. Amazon DynamoDB is not limited to a certain amount of tables. It is possible to manage Amazon DynamoDB using Amazon DynamoDB APIs or Amazon DynamoDB console. It is possible to for example create a new table to Amazon DynamoDB using Amazon DynamoDB APIs or Amazon DynamoDB console.

Amazon RDS is a relational database service. With the Amazon RDS it is possible to setup, scale and operate a relational database. Amazon RDS consist of following components: DB instances, regions, availability zones, security groups, DB parameter groups and DB option groups. DB instance is the database environment in the Amazon RDS. Every DB instance in the Amazon RDS has a DB engine. It is possible in the Amazon RDS to use products like MySQL, PostgreSQL, Oracle or Microsoft SQL Server as a DB engine. Region in the Amazon RDS means location of a data center in the world. One region in the Amazon RDS can contain multiple availability zones. It is possible to run a DB instance in availability zone. Access to DB instances are controlled with security groups. With a DB parameter group it is possible to manage configuration of a DB engine. With a DB option group it is possible to for example simplify management of a DB engine. Based on Amazon RDS documentation DB option groups are only supported for Oracle DB instances (AWS documentation: What is Amazon Relational Database Service?).
Amazon SimpleDB is a non-relational database service. Amazon SimpleDB consist of domains. A domain in the Amazon SimpleDB is schema-less and can contain one or many items. An item in the Amazon SimpleDB can contain one or many attributes. A domain in the Amazon SimpleDB can grow up to 10 GB. It is possible to divide domain to several domains if the size limit of a domain is achieved. Initially in the Amazon SimpleDB it is possible to use 250 domains. It is possible to get more than 250 domains to Amazon SimpleDB by creating a request to Amazon.com.

Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) is a data storage service. Amazon S3 makes possible to read, write and delete objects in the Amazon Web Services. In the Amazon S3 one object can contain up to 5 terabytes of data. Every object in the Amazon S3 is stored to a bucket. It is possible to manage Amazon S3 using Amazon S3 APIs or Amazon S3 console. In the Amazon S3 console it is possible to for example create buckets.

4.1.4 Process Information in Cloud Solution

In the Amazon Web Services it is required to use Amazon EC2 in order to be able to process information in the AWS from mobile application point of view. In practice Amazon EC2 makes possible to run custom virtual servers in the Amazon Web Services. In the custom virtual server it is possible to run for example custom web services which can process information in the AWS and can be consumed by a mobile application.

Amazon EC2 offers Amazon Machine Images (AMIs) to provide templates that contains a software configuration. A software configuration can include for example operating system and a web server. From an AMI it is possible to launch one or many instances. An instance is a virtual server having a software configuration defined in the AMI.

It is possible to run scheduled jobs in the Amazon Web Services for example by using Amazon OpsWork. The Amazon OpsWork uses cron daemon to run scheduled jobs. The scheduled jobs are in practice cron jobs. For a cron job it is possible to define a command that will be executed and a time when it should be executed.
4.1.5 Push Information to Mobile Application

In the Amazon Web Services it is possible to push information to a mobile application by using Amazon Simple Notification Service (SNS). Amazon SNS supports following platform notification systems (PNSs): Apple Push Notification service (APNs), Google Cloud Messaging (GCM) and Amazon Device Messaging (ADM).

In the Amazon SNS it is possible to push information directly to a mobile application. In order to push information directly to a mobile application, it is required to register mobile application to mobile platform specific PNS. In the registration mobile application will get a device token (or equivalent depending on the used PNS) from the PNS. Mobile application needs to provide the device token to Amazon SNS. The device token is used by the Amazon SNS to create a mobile endpoint. Amazon SNS can use the created mobile endpoint to send information directly to the mobile application. In the FIGURE 5 Amazon presents overview how Amazon SNS is used to send information directly to mobile endpoint (AWS documentation: Amazon SNS Mobile Push Notifications).

FIGURE 5. Overview how Amazon SNS is used to send information directly to mobile endpoint

Amazon SNS supports also publishing information to a topic. By publishing information to a topic it is possible to push information to all subscribers of a topic. Subscriber of a topic can be one of the following endpoint: mobile application, Amazon SQS, SMS, HTTP/S or email. In the FIGURE 6 Amazon presents how Amazon SNS can be used to send information to topic subscribers (AWS documentation: Amazon SNS Mobile Push Notifications).
4.1.6 **Security**

Authentication and authorization of a mobile application can be done in the Amazon Web Services by using Amazon Identity and Access Management (IAM). Amazon IAM offers following features: IAM users, IAM groups, credentials, SAML providers, IAM roles, server certificates (public key certificates), IAM permissions and IAM policies.

IAM users feature of Amazon IAM can be used to authenticate and authorize an actual person in the Amazon Web Services. It is also possible to use IAM users feature to authenticate and authorize for example an application running in the Amazon EC2.

IAM groups feature makes possible to give permission to group of IAM users. As an example IAM user belonging to IAM group “administrator” is able to do administrative tasks.

IAM user is required to have credentials in order to be authenticated. Credentials in the IAM can be signing certificates, access keys or username and password. It is possible to enhance security of IAM user authentication by using Amazon Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA).
Amazon Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) makes possible to add extra layer of protection on top of username and password authentication. Extra layer of protection means in practice that Amazon MFA authentication is done using two factors: what user knows and what user has. What user knows means in practice that user needs to provide username and password in the authentication. What user has means in practice that user needs to provide authentication code from an Amazon MFA device in the authentication.

SAML providers are used to establish trust between Amazon Web Services and identity provider like Microsoft Active Directory (AD), Facebook or Google. After the trust between AWS and identity provider has been established, users of the identity provider can access resources of AWS. Identity provider needs to support SAML 2.0 in order to be able to establish trust with Amazon IAM.

IAM roles makes possible to create temporary credentials for a user or application to access resources of Amazon Web Services. Example use of temporary credentials is a mobile application which needs to access resources in the AWS. By using temporary credentials it is possible to give mobile application access to resources in the AWS without storing credentials in the mobile applications. In the IAM role creation it is required to create two policies: trust and access. The trust policy defines who is allowed to act in the role. The access policy defines what actions or resources the trusted entity is allowed access.

IAM Permission makes possible to define who can access to AWS resources and what kind of actions they are allowed to do with the resources. It possible to assign permissions as user-based permission or as resource-based permission. User-based permission means that permission is given to IAM user, group or role. In the user-based permission it is defined what IAM user, group or role can done. Resource-based permission means that permission is given to AWS resource. In the resource-based permission it is defined who can access the resource and what kind of actions they can do with the resource.

IAM policy is a document which lists IAM permissions. The IAM policy is used to assign permissions to IAM user, group, role or resource. In the policy it is possible to define: actions, resources and effects. Actions describe what actions are allowed. Resources defines which resources are allowed for the actions. Effects makes possible to define is user allowed or denied to execute certain action in the resource. In the FIGURE 7 Amazon
presents an example IAM policy which allows “ListBucket” action in the “example_bucket” (AWS documentation: Overview of AWS IAM Policies).

```
{
  "Version":"2012-10-17",
  "Statement":[
    {
      "Effect":"Allow",
      "Action":"s3:ListBucket",
      "Resource":"arn:aws:s3:::example_bucket"
    }
  ]
}
```

FIGURE 7. Example IAM policy

4.1.7 Mobile Platform Support

Based on the Amazon Web Services documentation, AWS provides native SDKs for Android, iOS, Java, .NET, JavaScript (browser), JavaScript (Node.js), PHP, Python and Ruby. Amazon Web Services SDK for the .NET supports Windows Store and Windows Phone platforms.

Amazon Web Services supports pushing information to Android, iOS and Kindle Fire mobile applications. Based on the Amazon Web Services documentation pushing information to for example Windows Phone mobile application is not supported.

4.1.8 Pricing Model

Pricing in the Amazon Web Services will be defined based on the selected AWS services. Every AWS service has own pricing factors. For example Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) has following pricing factors: storage size, reduced redundancy storage, amount of PUT/COPY/POST/LIST requests, amount of GET and other request, inter-region data transfer out, data transfer out and data transfer in.

Amazon Web Services provides a calculator which can be used to estimate how much certain setup of AWS services would cost in a month. The calculator is called: “Amazon Web Services Simple Monthly Calculator” (Amazon Web Services: Amazon Web Services Simple Monthly Calculator). From the FIGURE 8 it is possible to see the Amazon
Web Services Simple Monthly Calculator. In the FIGURE 8 is visible monthly calculation for the Amazon DynamoDB service. It is possible to see for example from the FIGURE 8 that the estimated monthly cost for the estimated use of Amazon DynamoDB is 11,20 $.

![Amazon Web Services Simply Monthly Calculator](image)

FIGURE 8. Amazon Web Services Simply Monthly Calculator

At the writing time of this master’s thesis Amazon.com had AWS Free Usage Tier offer (Amazon Web Services: AWS Free Usage Tier). From the FIGURE 9 it is possible to see details of the AWS Free Usage Tier offer. The AWS Free Usage Tier offer is only available to new Amazon Web Services customers. The AWS Free Usage Tier offer expires after 12 month from the customer’s AWS sign-up date or if customer’s AWS service usage exceeds the free usage tiers. After the AWS Free Usage Tier has expired customer will pay from the resources it has used. The AWS Free Usage Tier does not tie to a long-term contract.
AWS Free Usage Tier (Per Month):

**Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2)**
- 750 hours of Amazon EC2 Linux/UNIX or RHEL or SLES Micro instance usage (613 MB of memory and 32-bit and 64-bit platform support) – enough hours to run continuously each month*
- 750 hours of Amazon EC2 Microsoft Windows Server Micro Instance usage (613 MB of memory and 32-bit and 64-bit platform support) – enough hours to run continuously each month*
- 750 hours of an Elastic Load Balancer plus 15 GB data processing*
- 30 GB of Amazon Elastic Block Storage, plus 2 million I/Os and 1 GB of snapshot storage*

**Simple Storage Service (S3)**
- 5 GB of Amazon S3 standard storage, 20,000 Get Requests, and 2,000 Put Requests*

**DynamoDB**
- 100 MB of storage, 5 units of write capacity, and 10 units of read capacity for Amazon DynamoDB **

**Relational Database Service (RDS)**
- 720 hours of Amazon RDS Single-AZ Micro DB Instances, for running MySQL, Oracle BYOL or SQL Server (running SQL Server Express Edition) – enough hours to run a DB Instance continuously each month*
- 20 GB of database storage
- 10 million I/Os
- 20 GB of backup storage for your automated database backups and any user-initiated DB Snapshots

**Simple Workflow (SWF)**
- 1,000 Amazon SWF workflow executions can be initiated for free. A total of 10,000 activity tasks, signals, timers and markers, and 50,000 workflow-days can also be used for free**

**Simple Queue Service (SQS) and Simple Notification Service (SNS)**
- 1,000,000 Requests of Amazon Simple Queue Service**
- 1,000,000 Requests, 100,000 HTTP notifications and 1,000 email notifications for Amazon Simple Notification Service**

**Amazon Elastic Transcoder**
- 20 minutes of SD transcoding or 10 minutes of HD transcoding**

**CloudWatch**
- 10 Amazon CloudWatch metrics, 10 alarms, and 1,000,000 API requests**

**Data Transfer**
- 15 GB of bandwidth out aggregated across all AWS services*

**Data Pipeline**
- 3 low frequency procedures running on AWS per month*
- 5 low frequency activities running on AWS per month*

**ElastiCache**
- 750 hours of Amazon ElastiCache - enough hours to run a Cache Node continuously each month.*

* These free tiers are only available to new AWS customers, and are available for 12 months following your AWS sign-up date. When your free usage expires or if your application use exceeds the free usage tiers, you simply pay standard, pay-as-you-go service rates (see each service page for full pricing details). Restrictions apply; see Offer Terms for more details.

** These free tiers do not expire after 12 months and are available to both existing and new AWS customers indefinitely.


The AWS Free usage tier applies to participating services across all AWS regions: US East (Northern Virginia), US West (Oregon), US West (Northern California), EU (Ireland), Asia Pacific (Singapore), Asia Pacific (Tokyo), Asia Pacific (Sydney), and South America (Sao Paulo). Your free usage is calculated each month across all regions and automatically applied to your bill – free usage does not accumulate.

FIGURE 9. AWS Free Usage Tier offer

### 4.2 Google Cloud Platform

Google Cloud Platform is Google’s cloud platform. Google has data centers in following places: Berkeley County (South Carolina), Council Bluffs (Iowa), Douglas County (Georgia), Quilicura (Chile), Mayes County (Oklahoma), Lenoir (South Carolina), Dallas (Oregon), Hamina (Finland), St Ghislain (Belgium), Dublin (Ireland), Hongkong, Singapore and Taiwan (Google: Data center locations).
From the products web page of the Google Cloud Platform it is possible to see that Google Cloud Platform categories its products to following categories: compute, storage, big data, services and developer tools (Google Cloud Platform: Products). In the compute category Google Cloud Platform provides following products: Compute Engine and App Engine. In the storage category Google Cloud Platform provides following products: Cloud SQL, Cloud Storage and Cloud Datastore. In the big data category Google Cloud Platform provides following product: BigQuery. In the service Google Cloud Platform provides following products: Cloud Endpoints, Translate API and Prediction API. In the developer tools category Google Cloud Platform provides following products: Google Cloud SDK, Push-to-Deploy, Cloud Playground, Android Studio and Google Plugin for Eclipse. From the solutions web page of the Google Cloud Platform it is possible to see that the Google Cloud Platform claims that it can help for example in building of mobile, gaming or Hadoop solution (Google Cloud Platform: Solutions).

To be able to use Google Cloud Platform, Google Account is required. When first time signing in to Google Cloud Platform with a Google Account it is possible to see the Google Cloud Console where “Get Started with Google Cloud Platform” dialog is open (see FIGURE 10). In the “Get Started with Google Cloud Platform” dialog it is possible to create a new project in the Google Cloud Platform. To be able to create a new project in the Google Cloud Platform it is required to define name for the project and agree all “Terms of Service” for the Google Cloud Platform products. After pressing “Get started” button in the “Get Started with Google Cloud Platform” dialog, new project will be created in the Google Cloud Platform and a “Welcome” dialog will be visible in the Google Cloud Console (see FIGURE 11).
Registered user of the Google Cloud Platform can access Google Cloud Console. In the main page of the Google Cloud Console it is possible to manage projects, billing and account settings. In the projects page of the Google Cloud Console it is possible to see all registered user related projects in a table. In the table is visible following information about every project: name, id, amount of request, amount of errors and accumulated amount of charges for the current month’s bill. By selecting one project from the projects
table it is possible to navigate to a page in the Google Cloud Console from where it is possible to manage the selected project. In the FIGURE 11 it is possible to see the Google Cloud Console project page for the MyThesisProject project. In the Google Cloud Console project page it is possible to for example manage what kind of products (e.g. App Engine or Cloud Storage) is used from the Google Cloud Platform, add members for the project (Permissions) and manage settings (e.g. enable billing or rename project) of the project.

In the FIGURE 12 Google presents an example mobile solution on the Google Cloud Platform (Google Cloud Platform: Mobile Solutions on Google Cloud Platform). By comparing the example mobile solution to Michael Facemire’s mobile service triangle (see FIGURE 2), it is not possible to identify one service or product from the Google Cloud Platform which could be referred as a Mobile Backend-as-a-Service.

FIGURE 12. Example mobile solution on the Google Cloud Platform

In the article: “Mobile Backend Starter: The Best Mix of BaaS and PaaS” (Google Cloud Platform: Mobile Backend Starter: The Best Mix of BaaS and PaaS), Google explains that instead of providing a BaaS service or product they are providing a Mobile Backend Starter. Technically Mobile Backend Starter is not a BaaS service or product, it is an application that is possible to deploy and run on the Google App Engine with a single
click. Google claims in the article “Mobile Backend Starter: The Best Mix of BaaS and PaaS” that many BaaS providers are black boxes and does not allow developers to solve challenges like scalability, availability and extensibility. Based on the article “Mobile Backend Starter: The Best Mix of BaaS and PaaS” Google tries to solve previously mentioned challenges by having an application that can be deployed to a PaaS instead of creating a BaaS service or product. In the FIGURE 13 it is possible to see architecture of the Mobile Backend Starter.

![Figure 13](image)

**FIGURE 13.** The Mobile Backend Starter architecture

### 4.2.1 Setting up MBaaS Solution

It is possible to set up MBaaS solution in the Google Cloud Platform for example by using the Mobile Backend Starter. It is possible to find the Mobile Backend Starter for example by opening an empty project in the Google Cloud Console and navigating to overview page. In the overview page it is possible to see link to the Mobile Backend Starter. By clicking the Mobile Backend Starter link it is possible to navigate to a page from where it is possible to deploy the Mobile Backend Starter (see FIGURE 14). By clicking the Deploy button in the Mobile Backend Starter deployment page, it is possible to start deployment of the Mobile Backend Starter. After the deployment is done Google
Cloud Console offers a possibility to redeploy the Mobile Backend Starter, change settings of the Mobile Backend Starter or download source codes of example mobile applications.

![Google Developers Console](image)

FIGURE 14. Deploy Mobile Backend Starter in the Google Cloud Console

### 4.2.2 Pull Information to Cloud Solution

The Mobile Backend Starter contains a Cloud Backend API which can be used to pull information from a mobile application to the Google Cloud Platform. The Cloud Backend API will in practice expose CRUD (create, read, update and delete) and query operations to Cloud Datastore. The Cloud Datastore contains entities which are represented as CloudEntity classes in the Cloud Backend API. A class that makes possible CRUD and query operations to Cloud Datastore is named as CloudBackend in the Cloud Backend API. In the FIGURE 15 is an example how it is possible to pull information from a mobile application to the Google Cloud Platform by using CloudEntity and CloudBackend classes of the Cloud Backend API.
FIGURE 15. Example usage of CloudEntity and CloudBackend classes to pull information from mobile application to cloud solution

```java
CloudEntity entity = new CloudEntity("Persons");
etity.put("name", "Kalle Virtanen");
etity.put("address", "Mannerheimintie 29");
CloudBackend backend = new CloudBackend();
backend.insert(entity);
```

It is also possible to pull information from a mobile application to the Google Cloud Platform by using other APIs or services than Cloud Backend API of the Mobile Backend Starter. How to pull information from a mobile application to the Google Cloud Platform varies based on what is the product or service of the Google Cloud Platform that will be used to store the information. For example mobile application can use App Engine SDK to pull information to a Google Cloud SQL product.

It is also possible to pull information from the mobile application to the Google Cloud Platform by creating own APIs on top of Google App Engine using Google Cloud Endpoints. By creating own APIs it is possible to customize what kind of functionalities the Google App Engine will expose to for example mobile applications. By using Google Cloud Endpoints it is possible to have the logic in a place which can be used by different application platforms instead of having own logic for example in the mobile application and own logic in the web application. Google refers APIs build on top of the Google App Engine as API backend (Google Developers: Overview of Google Cloud Endpoints).

### 4.2.3 Store Information in Cloud Solution

The Mobile Backend Starter uses Cloud Datastore to store information. The Cloud Datastore is a non-relational database. The Cloud Datastore consists of entities. An entity in the Cloud Datastore is schema-less and can contain one or many properties. Property of a Cloud Datastore entity can be for example type of integer, floating-point number, string, date, binary data, link or google account user (Google Developers: Entities, Properties and Keys). It is possible to access Cloud Datastore for example by using the Cloud Backend API of the Mobile Backend Starter.
In the Google Cloud Platform it is possible to store information also to Google Cloud SQL or Google Cloud Storage. Google Cloud SQL is a relational database. Google Cloud SQL is in practice MySQL database with some additional features and some unsupported features. Google Cloud SQL does not for example support following features of the MySQL: SHA2() function, super privilege, user defined functions and LOAD_FILE() statement. Google Cloud SQL provides for example following additional features on top of MySQL features: support for Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol, ability to host database in the cloud, choice of billing options and data encryption when on Google's internal networks. It is possible to use Google Cloud SQL from a mobile application for example by using App Engine SDK. Google Cloud Storage can be used for example as for storing large files and associated metadata. It is possible to use Google Cloud Storage from a mobile application for example by using Google Cloud Storage Client Library.

4.2.4 Process Information in Cloud Solution

The Cloud Backend API of the Mobile Backend Starter makes possible to execute queries against the Cloud Datastore entities. By executing queries against Cloud Datastore entities it is possible to process the entities of the Cloud Datastore and aim to get certain kind of result back from the Google Cloud Platform to the mobile application.

It is also possible to process information in the Google Cloud Platform by creating own APIs on top of Google App Engine using Google Cloud Endpoints. By creating an own API on top of Google App Engine it is possible for example to retrieve information from several sources of the Google Cloud Platform and process information in order to get certain kind of result back from the Google Cloud Platform to the mobile application.

The Google App Engine has Task Queue feature which makes possible to process information asynchronously in the Google App Engine. By using Task Queue it is possible to for example initiate the information processing from the mobile application and let the information processing continue in the Google App Engine. The Google App Engine provides two different task queue configurations: push queues and pull queues. Push queues is the default configuration of the Task Queue. In the push queues configuration tasks are processed automatically based on the processing rate. The processing rate can be configured in the queue configuration to match with the mobile application needs and available
resources. In the push queues configuration tasks are automatically deleted from the Task Queue after the processing of task is completed. The pull queue configured Task Queue can be used only inside the Google App Engine. The pull queues configuration compared to push queues configuration gives more control for the task consumer (e.g. mobile application) to for example decide when the task is executed and when the task is deleted from the task queue. The pull queues configuration also makes possible to use Task Queue feature outside the Google App Engine. It is possible to use pull queues configured Task Queue for example from the mobile application or from the Google Compute Engine using Task Queue REST API.

In the Google App Engine it is possible to schedule processing of information with the App Engine Cron Service. With the App Engine Cron Service it is possible to schedule a cron job to be run automatically for example at certain time or date. The App Engine Cron Service also support intervals (e.g. monthly or daily) to be used in the scheduling. It is possible to use cron job to for example to update cached data every night or send information to the registered users of the mobile application monthly.

4.2.5 Push Information to Mobile Application

The Mobile Backend Starter makes possible to push information from the Google Cloud Platform to the mobile application by using push notifications, continuous queries or publish/subscribe messaging. Continuous queries and publish/subscribe messaging uses push notifications to push the actual information from the Google Cloud Platform to the mobile application.

Push notifications in the Mobile Backend Starter are done using Google Cloud Messaging or Apple Push Notification services. Google Cloud Messaging is used to push information to Android mobile application. Apple Push Notification service is used to push information to iOS mobile application.

Continuous queries in the Mobile Backend Starter makes possible to create data queries to past and future. By making a query to future it is possible to push information from the Google Cloud Platform to a mobile application in the future if the defined query conditions are met. In the FIGURE 16 it is possible to see an example of continuous query. It
is possible to create a continuous query using CloudQuery class of the Cloud Backend API. By default CloudQuery class is set to make data query to past. To create a data query to future it is required to set scope of the CloudQuery class to future by using its setScope method. It is possible to define a duration for the continuous query. By defining a duration for the continuous query, it is possible to make the continuous query to be valid only for a certain time (e.g. one day).

```java
CloudQuery continuousQuery = new CloudQuery("Work");
continuousQuery.setFilter(F.eq("location", "Turku");
continuousQuery.setScope(Scope.FUTURE_AND_PAST);
List<CloudEntity> results = cloudBackendAsync.list(continuousQuery, handler);
```

FIGURE 16. Example implementation of continuous query using the Cloud Backend API of the Mobile Backend Starter

Publish/Subscribe messaging of the Mobile Backend Starter makes possible for the mobile application to subscribe to listen a certain topic in the Google Cloud Platform. By listening a topic it is possible to receive topic related messages from the Google Cloud Platform. Mobile application can also publish a message with a topic to the Google Cloud Platform. By publishing a messaging with a topic in the Google Cloud Platform, it is possible to push information through the Google Cloud Platform to all subscribers of a topic. In the FIGURE 17 Google presents an example how it is possible to publish a message having a topic to the Google Cloud Platform (Google Developers: Pub/Sub Messaging on the Mobile Backend Starter).

```java
CloudEntity ce = cloudBackendMessaging.createCloudMessage("dogs");
ce.put("dog-name", "Fido");
ce.put("dog-age", "5 days");
ce.put("message", "I have a new puppy!");
cloudBackendMessaging.sendCloudMessage(ce);
```

FIGURE 17. Example implementation of publishing a messaging with a topic “dogs” to Google Cloud Platform using the Cloud Backend API of the Mobile Backend Starter

### 4.2.6 Security

Authentication and authorization of the mobile application can be done in the Mobile Backend Starter using Client ID, Google Account Authentication and Access control for
Cloud Entities. The Mobile Backend Starter has also Authentication/Authorization setting (see FIGURE 18). It is possible to set Authentication/Authorization setting to “Locked Down”, “Open” or “Secured by Client IDs”. Setting “Locked Down” will reject all requests. Setting “Open” will allow all requests. Setting “Secured by Client IDs” will allow only authenticated requests. The Mobile Backend Starter will require two different authentication in order to make request authenticated: Client ID and Google Account Authentication. Client ID makes possible to ensure that only mobile applications having correct Client ID can use the mobile backend. Google Account Authentication makes possible to identify the user of the mobile application.

![Mobile Backend settings](image)

**FIGURE 18.** Authentication / Authorization settings of the Mobile Backend Starter

Access Control for Cloud Entities is a feature of the Cloud Backend API. Access Control for Cloud Entities makes in practice possible to define different kind of access levels for cloud entities. Access level for a Cloud Entity feature can be taken in to use by adding a prefix on the kind name of a cloud entity. In the FIGURE 19 Google has defined all prefixes available for cloud entities (Google Developers: Authentication on the Mobile Backend Starter). From the FIGURE 19 it is possible see that there exist three different kind name prefixes: [private], (no prefix) and [public]. By having a prefix [private] on the cloud entity kind name it is possible to define that only entity owner can get, query, update or delete cloud entity. By having entity kind name without any prefixes it is possible to define that only entity owner can update or delete cloud entity. By having a prefix [public] on the cloud entity kind name it is possible to define that anyone can get, query, update, delete or insert cloud entity.
FIGURE 19. Kind name prefixes for cloud entities

Authentication and authorization in the Google Cloud Endpoints is done using Client IDs and Google Account Authentication. To protect a method of custom API which has been done using Google Cloud Endpoints, it is required to do following steps: add User parameter to the method which needs to protected, add email scope to @Api annotation and specify clientIds whitelist in the @Api annotation. The protected API method needs to provide a custom logic to handle case where the user is authenticated or is not authenticated. If the Google Cloud Endpoints is not able to authenticate the user of the method, the parameter User will be null. If the Google Cloud Endpoints is able to authenticate the user of the method, Google Cloud Endpoints will set a valid user to User parameter. By having custom logic in the API method it is possible to provide for example custom authorization for the authenticated user.

4.2.7 Mobile Platform Support

The Mobile Backend Starter supports Android and iOS mobile platforms. Google does not support in the Mobile Backend Starter for example Windows Phone mobile platform.

Google App Engine provides native SDKs for following languages: Java, Python, PHP and Go (Google Developers: Downloads). Google App Engine does not provide native SDK for example for Microsoft’s C#.

Google Cloud Endpoints API libraries are available for following languages: Java, Python, PHP and GO (Google Cloud Platform: Cloud Endpoints). Google Cloud Endpoints does not provide native APIs for example for Microsoft’s C#.

4.2.8 Pricing Model
Pricing in the Google Cloud Platform is defined based on used Google Cloud Platform products. Every product in the Google Cloud Platform has own pricing models and factors.

Google Cloud Platform provides a calculator called “Google Cloud Pricing Calculator”. With the Google Cloud Pricing Calculator it is not possible to calculate cost estimates for every Google Cloud Platform product. By using the Google Cloud Pricing Calculator it is possible to calculate cost estimate for Google Compute Engine, Google Cloud Storage and Google Cloud SQL. It is not possible for example to calculate cost estimate for Google App Engine usage. The cost estimate in the Google Cloud Pricing Calculator is calculated for one month usage.

The Mobile Backend Starter uses Google App Engine. In the FIGURE 20 Google has defined pricing categories of the Google App Engine (Google Cloud Platform: App Engine Pricing). In the FIGURE 20 is also visible what kinds of features from the Google App Engine are available for a certain pricing category. From the FIGURE 20 it is possible to see for example that by upgrading pricing category from “Free” to “Paid” it is possible to get usage based pricing, infinitely scalable and SLA.

Google has defined usage quotas for the Google App Engine in the FIGURE 21 (Google Cloud Platform: App Engine Pricing). Google has defined usage quotas so that every application is free within certain usage quota. The usage quotas in the App Engine are defined for one day usage. By upgrading pricing category of the Google App Engine from “Free” to “Paid” it is possible to use more hosting and APIs than it is possible in Free pricing category. From the FIGURE 21 it is possible to see for example that Google App Engine will give 1GB storage for free and will charge 0.18$ in a month for every gigabyte that goes over the free limit.
Pricing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>Paid</th>
<th>Premier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic scaling</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java Runtime</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Python Runtime</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go Runtime</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usage based pricing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infinitely scalable</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLA</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational support</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tools

- Google Plugin for Eclipse: Yes
- Code upload/download: Yes
- Graph History: Yes
- Request Logs: Yes
- Developer Access Control: Yes

FIGURE 20. Pricing categories of the Google App Engine

Usage Quotas

All applications are free within a usage quota that is reset daily. Paid applications can use more at the prices below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hosting</th>
<th>Free quota per app per day</th>
<th>Pricing if you exceed your free quota</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On-demand Fronend instances</td>
<td>28 free instance hours</td>
<td>$0.08/hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserved Fronend instances</td>
<td></td>
<td>$0.05/hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Replication Datstore Storage</td>
<td>1 GB total limit</td>
<td>$0.19/GB/month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outgoing Network Traffic</td>
<td>1 GB</td>
<td>$0.12/GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incoming Network Traffic</td>
<td>1 GB</td>
<td>Free</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

APIs

- Datastore API: 50k free reads/writes/small
- Search API: 1000 basic operations, 0.91 GB indexing documents, 0.25 GB document storage, 100 complex searches, 1000 simple searches
- $0.10/10k basic operations, $2.00/GB indexing documents, $0.16/GB/month document storage, $0.60/10k complex searches, $0.13/10k simple searches
- Blobstore Storage: 5 GB total limit
- Email API: 100 recipients
- $0.01/100 recipients
- XMPP API: 10k stanzas
- $0.10/10k stanza
- Channel API: 160 channels opened
- $0.01/100 channels opened
- Image Manipulation API: Yes
- Shared Memcache: Yes
- Dedicated Memcache: No free quota
- $9.12/GB/hour
- Users API: Yes
- Task Queue: Yes
- Files API: Yes
- URL Fetch API: Yes
- Cloud: Yes
- SNI SSL Certificates: No free quota
- $9.00/1000 SNI certificate, $5/month (per cert)
- SSL Virtual IP: No free quota
- $60.00/GB/month
- Pagespeed Network Traffic: No free quota
- $0.20/GB/month

FIGURE 21. Usage Quotas of the Google App Engine
Google Cloud Endpoints is free for applications that run on top of Google App Engine or Google Compute Engine. From the FIGURE 21 is possible to see for example the free incoming and outgoing traffic quotas for the Google App Engine. If the pricing category of the Google App Engine is “Free” and Google Cloud Endpoints is running on top of it, it is possible to use the Google Cloud Endpoints having maximum of 1GB daily outgoing and incoming traffic. By upgrading from “Free” pricing category to “Paid” it is possible to have more than 1 GB outgoing and incoming traffic per day. It also good to notice that although the Google Cloud Endpoints as a product is free, the usage of the Google App Engine or Google Compute Engine might cost something.

4.3 Microsoft Azure

Microsoft Azure is Microsoft’s cloud platform. Microsoft Azure was announced October 2008 at Microsoft’s Professional Developer Conference (Microsoft Unveils Windows Azure at Professional Developers Conference). First of February 2010 Microsoft announced general availability of Microsoft Azure (Doug Hauger, 2010). Previous name of the Microsoft Azure was Windows Azure. Microsoft changed name from Windows Azure to Microsoft Azure in April 2014 (Microsoft Azure: Upcoming Name Change for Windows Azure).

From the documentation of the Microsoft Azure it is possible to see that Microsoft Azure categories its services to following categories: compute, data services, app services and networks (Microsoft Azure: Documentation). In the compute category Microsoft Azure provides following services: Virtual Machines, Cloud Services, Web Sites and Mobile Services. In the data services category Microsoft Azure provides following services: Storage, SQL Database, HDInsight, Cache and Recovery Services. In the app services category Microsoft Azure provides following services: Media Services, Service Bus, Notification Hubs, Scheduler, BizTalk Services, Active Directory and Multi-Factor Authentication. In the networks category Microsoft Azure provides following services: ExpressRoute, Virtual Networks and Traffic Manager.

Sign up to Microsoft Azure is required in order to be able to use it. To be able to sign up for the Microsoft Azure, Microsoft Account is required. The sign up process of Microsoft Azure contains four steps: about you, mobile verification, payment information and
agreement (see FIGURE 22). The about you step collect information like first and last name of the person signing up to the Microsoft Azure. The mobile verification steps makes sure that person signing up to the Microsoft Azure is who he/she claims to be. The payment information steps collects information like credit card number in order to make possible payments between person signing up to the Microsoft Azure and Microsoft Azure. The agreements steps makes sure that person signing up to the Microsoft Azure will agree “Windows Azure Agreement”, “Offer Details” and “Privacy Statement”. The agreements steps also makes possible for the person signing up to the Microsoft Azure to get special Microsoft Azure offers.

Registered user of the Microsoft Azure is able to access Microsoft Azure management portal from where it is possible to manage the Microsoft Azure account (see FIGURE 23). In the left side of the management portal is a navigation to different services / features of the Microsoft Azure. In the right side of the management portal is displayed details of the currently selected service / feature. From the FIGURE 23 it is possible for example to see that in the right side of the management portal is displayed details of all items feature.

FIGURE 22. Microsoft Azure sign up web page
In the bottom of the management portal is displayed actions related to currently selected service/feature. From the FIGURE 23 it is possible to see for example that there is “New” action available for the all items feature. In the top of the management portal it is possible for example to see user account related actions like: sign out, change password and view my bill (FIGURE 24).

FIGURE 23. Screen capture from the Microsoft Azure management portal

FIGURE 24. Screen capture of user account related actions in the Microsoft Azure management portal

Microsoft Azure has own documentation for mobile solutions (Microsoft Azure: Mobile Apps). In the previously mentioned documentation is said as follows: “Azure gives you
flexibility to power your mobile apps using Virtual Machines, Cloud Services or Mobile Services” (Microsoft Azure: Mobile Apps). By comparing previously mentioned options to Michael Facemire’s mobile service triangle (see FIGURE 2) it is possible to identify that virtual machines are in the Infrastructure-as-a-Service layer, cloud services belongs to Platform-as-a-Service layer and mobile services belongs to the Mobile Backend-as-a-Service layer. Since this master’s thesis is scoped to study how Microsoft Azure can offer MBaaS cloud solution, this master’s thesis will scope study of Microsoft Azure mainly to Mobile Services.

4.3.1 Setting up MBaaS solution

To create Mobile Backend-as-a-Service solution in the Microsoft Azure, a Mobile Service needs to be created. It is possible to create a new Mobile Service using Microsoft Azure management portal. The creation of a Mobile Service can be initiated by clicking the “New” action in the bottom of the Microsoft Azure management portal (see FIGURE 25). The creation of Mobile Service will contain two steps. In the first step will be defined location (URL), region, database and backend type (JavaScript or .NET) for the new Mobile Service. In the last step will be defined database related configuration. Configuration of the database can vary based on the selected database in the first step. It is possible to configure Mobile Service to use an existing SQL database, to create a new SQL database or to create a new free 20 MB SQL database.

FIGURE 25. Creating a new Mobile Service in the Microsoft Azure management portal

The .NET backend type for the Mobile Service had at the written time of this master’s thesis a preview status. The preview status in the Microsoft Azure means a feature / product that is new in the Microsoft Azure and has been made available for the users to try out. A feature / product that has a preview status in the Microsoft Azure is not a final
product / feature. This master’s thesis is scoped mainly to study JavaScript backend type of the Microsoft Azure Mobile Services because at the written time of this master’s thesis .NET backend type of a Mobile Service was not a final product / feature of the Microsoft Azure.

4.3.2 Pull Information to Cloud Solution

In order to make possible to pull information from the mobile application to Mobile Service, a new data table needs to be created in the Mobile Service. The data table in the Mobile Service is an actual database table in the Microsoft Azure SQL Database. Mobile application can access the created data table by using Mobile Service SDK. By accessing the data table using Mobile Service SDK it is possible to pull information from the mobile application to the Mobile Service. In the Mobile Service a new data table can be created for example using Microsoft Azure management portal (see FIGURE 26). In the creation of a new data table it is required to define name and permissions (insert, update, delete and read) for it.

It is also possible to pull information from the mobile application to the Microsoft Azure Mobile Service by creating custom APIs. With a custom API it is possible to create an endpoint in the Mobile Service which does not map to insert, update, delete or read operation of a data table.
4.3.3 Store Information in Cloud Solution

Microsoft Azure Mobile Service uses Microsoft Azure SQL Database to store information. The database which will be used by the Mobile Service is initially defined and created when the Mobile Service is created. After the Mobile Service has been created it is possible to change the current SQL database of it to another SQL database. The change of the current SQL database can be done using Microsoft Azure management portal.

Microsoft Azure provides in its data service category service called Storage. The Storage service contains two sub services: Blob storage and Table service. Blob storage is a service for storing large objects (for example videos or images). Table service is a non-relational datastore. Table service consists of following components: storage account, tables and entities. One storage account can contain one or many tables. One table can contain one or many entities. One entity can have one or many properties.

Microsoft Azure Mobile Services uses Microsoft Azure SQL Database by default to store information. It is possible also to use Microsoft Azure Storage service or some other stor-
age / database in the Mobile Service. In practice to use something else for storing information than the Microsoft Azure SQL Database, it is required to introduce custom code to the Mobile Service.

### 4.3.4 Process Information in Cloud Solution

In the Microsoft Azure Mobile Service it is possible to add custom JavaScript code to a data table related insert, update, delete or read operation. The custom JavaScript code can be created in the Microsoft Azure management portal (see FIGURE 27). It is also possible to create the custom JavaScript in a local development environment by using tools like Microsoft Visual Studio or Sublime Text. To make possible to deploy locally created custom JavaScript code to the Mobile Service, source control needs to be enabled in the Mobile Service. It is possible to enable the source control for the Mobile Service for example in the Dashboard of the Mobile Service (see FIGURE 28). In the local development environment needs to be Git installed in order to make possible to deploy the locally created custom JavaScript from the local development environment to the Mobile Service.

```javascript
function insert(item, user, request) {
    request.execute();
}
```

FIGURE 27. Custom script in the insert operation of the Question data table
In the Microsoft Azure Mobile Service it is possible to create a custom API. With a custom API it is possible to create an endpoint in the Mobile Service which does not map to insert, update, delete or read operation of a data table. With a custom API it is possible to for example access to all data in the Mobile Service related database and create statistics out of that data. The logic behind a custom API needs to be written with JavaScript. It is possible to create the custom API related JavaScript code with the Microsoft Azure management portal (see FIGURE 29). It is also possible to create the custom API related JavaScript code in a local development environment same way as custom JavaScript can be created for the data table related insert, update, delete or read operation.

FIGURE 29. Custom API in the Mobile Service
In the Microsoft Azure Mobile Service exists feature called Scheduler which makes possible to define tasks that will be executed periodically or on demand. It is possible to use scheduler task to for example to update cached data every night or send information to the registered users of the mobile application monthly. The logic in the scheduled task needs to be written with JavaScript. It is possible to create the logic for the scheduled task using Microsoft Azure management portal or in a local development environment same way as custom JavaScript can be created for the data table related insert, update, delete or read operation.

### 4.3.5 Push Information to Mobile Application

In order to make possible to push information from the Microsoft Azure Mobile Service to a mobile application, a channel needs to be created between the Mobile Service and the mobile application. The channel creation is mobile platform specific. In the FIGURE 30 Windows Apps Team (2013) presents an example push notification lifecycle for the Windows Phone and Windows 8 device. From the FIGURE 30 is possible to see that there exists a platform notification system (PNS) between the mobile application and the app backend (Mobile Service). The PNS is used to create the channel between mobile application and the app backend. The PNS is different for different mobile platforms. For example:

- to make possible to push information to Android mobile application, the channel needs to be created using Google Cloud Messaging (GCM),
- to make possible to push information to Windows Phone mobile application, the channel needs to be created using Microsoft Push Notification Service (MPNS) and
- to make possible to push information to iOS mobile application, the channel needs to be create using Apple Push Notification service (APNs).
After the channel is created, information about the created channel needs to be stored to a place which can be accessed by the Mobile Service. The channel information can be stored for example to a data table in the Mobile Service. In the FIGURE 31 is an example of a data table which stores channel information. In the channel data table is stored for example the URI of the channel.

In the Mobile Service it is possible to push information to an existing channel for example by creating a script which is part of a certain data table operation (insert, update, delete or create) or part of a custom API. The push notification logic needs to be written using JavaScript. In the FIGURE 32 is an example of script which will push information as a
toast to a Windows Phone mobile application (push.mpns.sendToast). The example script in the FIGURE 32 is part of answer data table insert operation.

```javascript
function insert(item, user, request) {
    request.execute({
        success: function() {
            request.respond();
            sendNotifications(item);
        };
    });
}

function sendNotifications(answer) {
    var channelTable = tables.getTable('Channel');
    channelTable.where({questionId: answer.questionId}).read({
        success: function(channel) {
            var answerText = "yes";
            if(item.content == false){
                answerText = "no";
            }
            var text = item.name + ": " + answerText;
            push.mpns.sendToast(channel.uri, {
                text1: "Answer Received",
                text2: text
            }, {
                success: function(pushResponse) {
                    console.log("Sent Toast!", pushResponse);
                }
            });
        };
    });
}
```

FIGURE 32. Example script to push information from the Mobile Service to a Windows Phone mobile application

In the Microsoft Azure it is also possible to use Notification Hubs to push information to a mobile application. It is possible to use Notification Hub from a Mobile Service. The Notification Hub makes possible to push notification to a mobile application without handling the PNS related logic in the Mobile Service. In the FIGURE 33 Microsoft presents that the App-back-end (Mobile Service) uses Notification Hub instead of directly using PNS to push information to a mobile application (Microsoft Azure: Notification Hubs Overview).
FIGURE 33. Push information using Microsoft Azure Notification Hub

Notification Hubs makes possible to push (publish) information to all registered subscribers or to certain subscriber(s). In order to publish information to a certain subscriber(s) it is required to define a tag to information. It is possible to use tags to for example publish information to subscribers which are currently located in a certain location (e.g. “location_Helsinki”). Notification Hubs supports also tag expressions. By using tag expression it is possible to publish information or subscribe to listen information based on an expression. A tag expression could be for example: “(brand_Volvo && (model_V70 || model_S60)) || brand_BMW” (information related to Volvo V70 or Volvo S60 or BMW).

Notification Hubs provides possibility for the subscriber to define a template in the registration. By using a template subscriber can tell to Notification Hub that it would like to have the information published in a certain format. By using templates it is possible to handle information in the Notification Hub without having subscriber platform related logic in the Notification Hub. Usage of templates can make possible also for example personalization or localization of information.

4.3.6 Security

In order to authenticate users in the Mobile Service, the mobile application needs to be registered with an identity provider. Microsoft Azure Mobile Service supports use of following identity providers: Microsoft, Facebook, Twitter, Google and Microsoft Azure.
Active Directory. After the mobile application has been registered with an identity provider, the generated client secret of the identity provider needs to be registered to Mobile Service.

In the Microsoft Azure Mobile Service it is possible to set the permissions for data tables. It is possible to define permissions to all operations (insert, update, delete and read) of a data table. In FIGURE 34 is an example of permission settings of a data table. From the FIGURE 34 it is possible to see that the permission can be: Everyone, Anybody with the Application Key, Only Authenticated User or Only Scripts and Admins. Permission setting “Everyone” means that the operation of the data table is not restricted (it can be used by everyone). Permission setting “Anybody with the Application Key” means that the operation of the data table is restricted to applications using correct application key. Permission setting “Only Authenticated User” means that the operation of the data table is restricted to applications that are used by authenticated users. Permission setting “Only Scripts and Admins” means that the operation of the data table is restricted to Mobile Service scripts and applications using correct master key.

FIGURE 34. Permission settings of the channel data table
In the Microsoft Azure Mobile Service it is possible to set the permissions for custom APIs. It is possible to define permissions to all operation (get, post, put, patch and delete) of a custom API. In FIGURE 35 is an example of permission settings of a custom API. From the FIGURE 35 it is possible to see that the permission can be: Everyone, Anybody with the Application Key, Only Authenticated User or Only Administrators. Permission setting “Everyone” means that the operation of the custom API is not restricted (it can be used by everyone). Permission setting “Anybody with the Application Key” means that the operation of the custom API is restricted to applications using correct application key. Permission setting “Only Authenticated User” means that the operation of the custom API is restricted to applications that are used by authenticated users. Permission setting “Only Administrators” means that the operation of the custom API is restricted to applications using correct master key.

FIGURE 35. Permission settings of the getStatistics custom API
In Microsoft Azure Mobile Service it is possible to improve authorization of a user or group of users for example by using a data table. It is possible to create a data table in the Mobile Service which will define authorization rules for users or group of users. The authorization rules data table can be used in the Mobile Service scripts (data table or custom API) for example to check that can a certain user execute a certain operation.

In the Microsoft Azure Mobile Service it is possible to define from which host it is possible to use the Mobile Service. This cross-origin resource sharing configuration applies only to JavaScript based applications running in Internet browser. The cross-origin resource sharing configuration can be found from the configuration of the Mobile Service. From the FIGURE 36 it is possible to see example of cross-origin resource sharing configuration.

![Cross-origin resource sharing (cors) configuration of the InOrNot Mobile Service](image)

**FIGURE 36.** Cross-origin resource sharing (cors) configuration of the InOrNot Mobile Service

### 4.3.7 Mobile Platform Support

Microsoft Azure Mobile Service provides native SDKs for Windows Store, Windows Phone, Android and iOS mobile applications (Microsoft Azure: Developer tools for Mobile Services). Microsoft Azure Mobile Service provides also SDK for Xamarin. It is possible with Xamarin to create native mobile applications for example for Windows Store, Windows Phone, Android and iOS using Microsoft’s C# language. Xamarin makes also possible to share code between different mobile platforms.

Microsoft Azure Mobile Service provides also a REST API. With the Mobile Service REST API it is possible to do data table related operations like insert, update, delete and query. With the Mobile Service REST API it is also possible to do client-directed or ser-
vice-directed login operation. Client-directed login operation means that the mobile application will provide an existing authentication token to Mobile Service. The existing authentication token might be retrieved for example by using the identity providers own SDK. Service-directed login operation means that the Mobile Service will initiate authentication using a specific identity provider.

Microsoft Azure Mobile Service documentation contains tutorials and examples for following platforms: Windows Store (C#, JavaScript and C++), Windows Phone, iOS, Android, HTML, Xamarin (iOS and Android) and Sencha. It is possible to find also getting started tutorial for PhoneGap from the get started page of a Mobile Service.

4.3.8 Pricing Model

Microsoft Azure Mobile Service offers two pricing plans: “pay-as-you-go plan” and “6 or 12-month plan”. In the FIGURE 37 Microsoft presents details for the “pay-as-you-go plan” (Microsoft Azure: Mobile Services Pricing Details). In the FIGURE 38 Microsoft presents details for the “6 or 12-month plan” (Microsoft Azure: Mobile Services Pricing Details). Both previously mentioned pricing plans contains three categories inside the plan: free, basic and standard. By comparing “pay-as-you-go plan” and “6 or 12-month plan” it is possible to see that the main difference between the plans is the price. By using the “6 or 12-month plan” it is possible to save 20 – 32 % compared to “pay-as-you-go plan”. From the pricing plans it is possible to see that for example the free category includes: 500 000 API calls, 500 active devices, no scaling, limited scheduled jobs (one job and one execution per hour) and 20 MB SQL Database (for the first twelve months). By changing the category from free to basic it is possible to: get 1 500 000 API calls / unit, unlimited amount of active devices, scaling up to 6 units, 10 scheduled jobs and 50 000 scheduled job executions. By changing the category from basic to standard it is possible to: get 15 000 000 API calls / unit, scaling up to 10 units and 500 000 scheduled job executions.
### FIGURE 37. Microsoft Azure Mobile Service pricing details for the pay-as-you-go plan

Windows Azure Mobile Services is offered in three tiers: Free, Basic and Standard.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Free (up to 10 services / month)</th>
<th>€19 / month per unit</th>
<th>€140 / month per unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Price</strong> 3</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>€19 / month per unit</td>
<td>€140 / month per unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>API Calls</strong> 4</td>
<td>500K</td>
<td>1.5M per unit</td>
<td>15M per unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Active Devices</strong></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>Unlimited</td>
<td>Unlimited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scale</strong></td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Up to 6 units</td>
<td>Up to 10 units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scheduled Jobs</strong></td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SQL Database</strong></td>
<td>20 MB included, Standard rates apply for additional capacity</td>
<td>20 MB included, Standard rates apply for additional capacity</td>
<td>20 MB included, Standard rates apply for additional capacity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Quotas for the Mobile Services Free tier apply at the subscription level.
2. Billing and the quotas for API calls are prorated daily.
3. Active devices refers to the daily number of physical devices and emulators that make at least one call to or receive a push notification from your mobile service.
4. The scheduled jobs feature is currently in preview. The Free tier is limited to one job and one execution per hour. Basic and Standard tiers include 50k and 500k job executions, respectively, and can accommodate up to 10 jobs.
5. One 20MB Azure SQL Database is available per subscription for the first twelve months of use; standard rates apply thereafter.

Data transfers are included in Mobile Services prices and are subject to the Use Terms.
Microsoft Azure provides pricing calculator which can be used to estimate monthly cost for a certain kind of setup in the Microsoft Azure (Microsoft Azure: Pricing Calculator). In the calculator it is possible to calculate monthly cost for example for a Mobile Service or monthly cost estimate for all services that will be used from the Microsoft Azure. From the Microsoft Azure pricing calculator it is possible to see that different services of Microsoft Azure have different cost factors. For example Mobile Service has following cost factors: selected pricing category (free, basic or standard), selected pricing plan (pay-as-you-go, 6-month plan or 12-month plan), required database size, use of bandwidth, use of notification hubs and use of Microsoft Azure support (see FIGURE 39).
At the written time of this master’s thesis Microsoft Azure offered free one month trial including 150 € to spend on all Microsoft Azure services (Microsoft Azure: Microsoft Azure Free Trial: Try Azure). In the FIGURE 40 is a screen capture of the Microsoft Azure pricing calculator.
Azure one month trial offer. Microsoft Azure had also special offers for MSDN subscribers, start-up companies and academic use (Microsoft Azure: Microsoft Azure Free Trial: Try Azure). In the FIGURE 41 is a screen capture of the Microsoft Azure offer for MSDN subscribers, start-up companies and academic use.

FIGURE 40. Microsoft Azure one month trial offer

FIGURE 41. Microsoft Azure offer for MSDN subscriber, start-up companies and academic use
In this chapter an example MBaaS cloud solution will be created to Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud Platform and Microsoft Azure. The aim of this chapter is to present concrete example how it is possible to create MBaaS cloud solution to Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud Platform and Windows Azure.

The MBaaS cloud solution that will be created in this chapter will be used by a notes mobile application. The notes mobile application gives for the user of it possibility to create, modify, delete and view notes. The notes mobile application will also make possible for the user of it to register listening changes of a certain note. The notes mobile application is implemented as native application for Android, iOS and Windows Phone.

The MBaaS solution that will be created in this chapter needs to support the notes mobile application so that it is:
- able to store notes,
- able to get notes,
- able to add a note,
- able to delete a note,
- able to update a note,
- able to register listening changes of certain note,
- able to inform registered listeners about changes of a certain note,
- able to authenticate and authorize the notes mobile application and
- usable from Android, iOS and Windows Phone.

### 4.4.1 Amazon Web Services

In the Amazon Web Services it is required to setup several services in order to create MBaaS solution for the notes mobile application. Amazon Web Services does not provide single service that could be identified as MBaaS.

Amazon Web Services provides several different possibilities for storing notes in the cloud solution. It is possible to use for example Amazon DynamoDB for storing the notes. It is possible to setup Amazon DynamoDB by doing for example following steps:
1) Navigate to AWS Management Console.

2) Click “DynamoDB” under the Database section (see FIGURE 42).
   → Getting started page for the Amazon DynamoDB will be visible (see FIGURE 43).

3) Click “Create Table” action.
   → “Create Table” dialog will be visible (see FIGURE 44).

4) Write name for the table.

5) Set primary key type to “Hash”.

6) Write name for the hash key (for example “Notes ID”)

7) Click “Continue” action in the “Create Table” dialog.
   → Add indexes part of the “Create Table” dialog will be visible (see FIGURE 45).

8) Click “Continue” action in the “Create Table” dialog.
   → It is not required to add indexes for the Notes table.
   → Provisioned throughput capacity part of the “Create Table” dialog will be visible (see FIGURE 46).

9) Click “Continue” action in the “Create Table” dialog.
   → It is not required to change the default values of the provisioned throughput capacity for the Notes table.
   → Throughput Alarms part of the “Create Table” dialog will be visible (see FIGURE 47).

10) Remove selection from the “Use Basic Alarms”.
    → It is not required to use the basic alarm in this example.

11) Click “Continue” action in the “Create Table” dialog.
    → Summary part of the “Create Table” dialog will be visible (see FIGURE 48).

12) Click “Create” action in the “Create Table” dialog.
    → Amazon Web Services starts creating the table.
    → Amazon DynamoDB tables will be visible (see FIGURE 49).
    → After the table is created, the status of the table changes from “creating” to “active”.
    → Amazon DynamoDB setup is now completed.
FIGURE 42. AWS Management Console where DynamoDB is highlighted

FIGURE 43. Getting started page of the Amazon DynamoDB
FIGURE 44. “Create Table” dialog in the AWS Management Console

FIGURE 45. Add indexes part of the “Create Table” dialog in the AWS Management Console
FIGURE 46. Provisioned throughput capacity part of the “Create Table” dialog in the AWS Management Console

FIGURE 47. Throughput Alarms part of the “Create Table” dialog in the AWS Management Console
FIGURE 48. Summary part of the “Create Table” dialog in the AWS Management Console

FIGURE 49. Amazon DynamoDB Tables in the AWS Management Console
AWS SDK makes possible to connect to an existing Amazon DynamoDB table from the mobile application. By connecting to the notes Amazon DynamoDB table from the notes mobile application it is possible to for example view, create, update or delete notes. How in practice the connection can be made and how Amazon DynamoDB table is used, it is required to use mobile platform specific code. Amazon Web Services provides own AWS SDK for iOS, Android and Windows Phone. In the appendix 1 it is possible to see an example code how AWS SDK can be used in the Windows Phone notes mobile application to connect to notes Amazon DynamoDB table.

Amazon SNS can be used to send note changed messages to notes mobile application. The problem with the Amazon SNS is that it does not support push notifications to Windows Phone mobile applications. The Amazon SNS supports sending of note changed messages to Android and iOS mobile applications. It is possible to setup Amazon SNS for the notes mobile application by doing for example following steps:

1) Navigate to AWS Management Console.
2) Click “SNS” under the App Services section (see FIGURE 50).
   → Getting started page of the Amazon SNS will be visible (see FIGURE 51).
3) Click “Add a New App” action.
   → “Add your application to Amazon SNS” dialog will be visible (see FIGURE 52).
4) Write name for the app (for example “NotesAndroid”).
5) Select push platform as “Google Cloud Messaging (GCM)”.
6) Provide the API Key.
7) Click “Add new app” action.
   → Amazon SNS setup for the Android notes mobile is now completed.
   → It is possible to see the created application in the Amazon SNS (see FIGURE 54).
8) Repeat the steps 3 – 7 again in order to make possible to send note changed messages for the notes iOS mobile application.
   → Select push platform as “Apple Push Notification Service (APNS)”
   → Provide APNS Provider certificate.
   → It is now possible to send note changed messages for the notes Android and iOS mobile application.
FIGURE 50. AWS Management Console where Amazon SNS is highlighted

FIGURE 51. Getting started page of the Amazon SNS
FIGURE 52. “Add your Application to Amazon SNS” dialog in the AWS Management Console

FIGURE 53. “Add Your Application to Amazon SNS” dialog in the AWS Management Console for the notes Android mobile application
FIGURE 54. Application details for the NotesAndroid application in the Amazon SNS

FIGURE 55. “Add Your Application to Amazon SNS” dialog in the AWS Management Console for the notes iOS mobile application
AWS SDK can be used in the notes mobile application to create a topic in the Amazon SNS for a certain note. After the topic is created it is possible to subscribe the notes mobile application to listen messages of it. It is possible to subscribe to listen certain Amazon SNS topic in the notes mobile application by using the AWS SDK. When a certain note is changed it is possible to publish message from the notes mobile application to Amazon SNS by using the note as a topic identifier. Amazon SNS will take care that all subscribed notes mobile applications will receive the note changed message.

Amazon IAM can be used to authenticate and authorize the notes mobile application. In the Amazon IAM exists roles feature which can be used to grant temporary access for example to a table in the Amazon DynamoDB. Temporary access means for example that it is possible to access AWS resources without storing the credentials in the notes mobile application. The process of accessing AWS resources using Amazon IAM roles is as follows:

1) Authenticate user in the mobile application using a supported identity provider. Amazon IAM roles feature supports following identity providers: Login with Amazon, Facebook and Google.

2) In the mobile application, use the authentication token provided by the identity provider to request a temporary security credentials from the Amazon IAM.

3) Use the received security credentials in the mobile application to access AWS resources.

In the AWS it is required to define Amazon IAM role for every supported identity provider. It is required to create for example a role which defines that the Notes DynamoDB table can be accessed by notes mobile application users that have been authenticated with the Google identity provider. It is possible in practice to create previously mentioned role by doing for example following steps:

1) Navigate to AWS Management Console.

2) Click “IAM” under the Deployment and Management section (see FIGURE 56). → Getting started page of the Amazon IAM will be visible (see FIGURE 57).

3) Click “Roles” from the navigation of the Amazon IAM. → Amazon IAM roles pages will be visible (see FIGURE 58).

4) Click “Create New Role” action. → “Create Role” dialog will be visible (see FIGURE 59).
5) Write name for the role (for example “NotesGoogleRole”).
6) Click “Continue” action.
   → Select role type question will be visible (see FIGURE 60).
7) Select “Role for Identity Provider Access”.
8) Select “Grant access to web identity provider”.
   → Identity provider question will be visible (see FIGURE 61).
9) Select “Google” as identity provider.
10) Input the unique identifier of your application (created by the identity provider) to “Audience” field.
11) Click “Continue” action.
    → Verify “Verify Role Trust” part of the “Create Role” dialog will be visible (see FIGURE 62).
    → It is possible to modify the IAM policy document manually in the “Verify Role Trust” part of the “Create Role” dialog.
12) Click “Continue” action.
    → It is not required to modify the given IAM policy document.
    → “Set Permissions” part of the “Create Role” dialog will be visible (see FIGURE 63).
13) Select “Policy Generator”.
14) Click the “Select” action in the “Policy Generator” section.
    → Policy generator will be visible in the “Create Role” dialog (see FIGURE 64).
15) Select “Amazon DynamoDB” as AWS service.
16) Select “DeleteItem”, “PutItem”, “GetItem”, “Query” and “UpdateItem” as actions.
17) Write the ARN of the Notes DynamoDB into the Amazon Resource Name field.
    → It is possible to find the Amazon Resource Name of the Notes DynamoDB by navigating to details of the Notes DynamoDB.
18) Click “Add Statement” action.
19) Click “Continue” action.
    → The generated policy document will be visible (see FIGURE 65).
20) Click “Continue” action.
    → Review part of the “Create Role” dialog will be visible (see FIGURE 66).
21) Click “Create Role” action
    → Role is now created for accessing Notes DynamoDB table.
It is possible to see the new role in the Amazon IAM roles page (see FIGURE 67).

FIGURE 56. AWS Management Console where Amazon IAM is highlighted

FIGURE 57. Getting started page of the Amazon IAM
FIGURE 58. Amazon IAM roles page in the AWS Management Console

FIGURE 59. “Create Role” dialog in the AWS Management Console
FIGURE 60. “Create Role” dialog with a selection of “Role for Identity Provider Access”

FIGURE 61. Definition of the identity provider in the “Create Role” dialog
FIGURE 62. “Verify Role Trust” part of the “Create Role” dialog

FIGURE 63. “Set Permissions” part of the “Create Role” dialog
FIGURE 64. Policy generator in the “Create Role” dialog

FIGURE 65. Generated policy document in the “Create Role” dialog
FIGURE 66. Review part of the “Create Role” dialog

FIGURE 67. NotesGoogleRole in the Amazon IAM Roles
4.4.2 Google Cloud Platform

In order to setup MBaaS solution in the Google Cloud Platform, a new project needs to be created in the Google Cloud Platform. It is possible to create a new project in the Google Cloud Platform by doing for example following steps:

1) Browse to Google Developers Console.
   → see FIGURE 68.

2) Click “CREATE PROJECT” action.
   → “New Project” dialog will be visible.

3) Input name for the project.

4) Click the “Create” action.
   → Google Developers Console starts creating a new project.
   → After the project is created, Google Developers Console will navigate to project dashboard.
   → New project is now created in the Google Cloud Platform.

FIGURE 68. Google Developers Console.

FIGURE 69. “New Project” dialog in the Google Developers Console
After the project in the Google Cloud Platform is created, it is possible to use for example Mobile Backend Starter to setup MBaaS solution. The problem with the Mobile Backend Starter is that it will support only Android and iOS mobile applications. Google does not provide supported MBaaS solution that could be used by the Windows Phone mobile applications at the moment. It is possible to setup Mobile Backend Starter by doing for example following steps:

1) Navigate to Project Dashboard in the Google Developers Console.
2) Click the link “Mobile Backend Starter” in the “GET STARTED WITH A SAMPLE APP” section. → Google Developer Console navigates to Mobile Backend Starter (see FIGURE 71).
   → After the deployment is done, the Google Developer Console will suggest to open the backend for incoming request and download an example mobile client (see FIGURE 72).
   → The setup of the MBaaS solution in the Google Cloud Platform is done.
FIGURE 71. Mobile Backend Starter in the Google Developers Console

FIGURE 72. Mobile Backend Starter deployment completed in the Google Developers Console
Mobile Backend Starter deployment will setup Cloud Datastore in the Google Cloud Platform. It is possible to use the Cloud Datastore for storing the notes in the Google Cloud Platform. The Cloud Datastore is a non-relational database and it will contain entities. It is possible to think note as an entity in the Cloud Datastore. Because the Cloud Datastore is schema-less, it is not required to define properties for the note entity beforehand. The Cloud Datastore will define automatically properties for the entity when the entity is inserted.

It is possible to connect to the Cloud Datastore from the notes mobile application by using the Cloud Backend API of the Mobile Backend Starter. By connecting to the Cloud Datastore from the notes mobile application it is possible to for example view, create, update or delete notes. In the appendix 2 it is possible to see an example code how Cloud Backend API can be used in the Android notes mobile application to connect to Cloud Datastore.

It is possible to use pub/sub messaging feature of the Mobile Backend Starter to inform notes mobile application about changes of a certain note. In the pub/sub messaging notes mobile application needs to subscribe to listen messages having note identifier as the topic identifier. When a note is changed in the notes mobile application, the notes mobile application will publish a cloud message with the identifier of the changed note as topic identifier. Pub/sub messaging feature of the Mobile Backend Starter can be used from the notes mobile application by using the Cloud Backend API of the Mobile Backend Starter.

In order to pub/sub messaging feature of the Mobile Backend Starter to work with the iOS and Android notes mobile application it is required to enable Google Cloud Messaging and iOS Push Notification in the Mobile Backend settings. In order to push notification for iOS mobile application to work, it is also required that the billing is enabled for the Google Cloud Platform project. It is possible to enable Google Cloud Messaging and iOS Push Notification by doing for example following steps:

1) Navigate to settings of the mobile backend with an Internet browser.
   → Address of your mobile backend settings is https://your-project-id.appspot.com/admin/configure.jsp (replace your-project-id in the address with id of your project).
   → For example notes mobile backend settings can be found from: https://winged-app-588.appspot.com/admin/configure.jsp.
2) Change Google Cloud Messaging and iOS Push Notification setting to “Enabled”.
   → Google Cloud Messaging API Key setting will be visible.
   → APNS Provider Certificate setting will be visible.
   → see FIGURE 73.
3) Provide Google Cloud Messaging API Key.
4) Provide the APNS Provider Certificate.
5) Click “Save” action.
   → Google Cloud Messaging and iOS Push Notification is now enabled.

FIGURE 73. Mobile Backend settings where the Google Cloud Messaging and iOS Push Notification is enabled

It is possible to enable billing for the Google Cloud Platform project by doing for example following steps:

1) Navigate to Project Dashboard in the Google Developers Console.
2) Click “Settings” from the project navigation.
   → Settings of the Notes project will be visible (see FIGURE 74).
3) Click “Enable billing” action.
   → Setup billing profile page will be visible.
4) Define country or territory where your billing address is located.
5) Click “Confirm” action.
   → Page with billing information fields is visible.
6) Define your billing information.
7) Click “Submit and enable billing” action.
   → Billing is now enabled for a Google Cloud Platform project.

![Google Developers Console](image)

**FIGURE 74. Settings of the Notes Google Cloud Platform project**

In order to authenticate notes mobile application, it is required in the Mobile Backend Starter to use Client ID and Google Account. Client ID is used to authenticate that the notes mobile application is whom it claims to be. Google Account is used to authenticate that the user of the notes mobile application is whom it claims to be. Notes mobile application needs to provide both Client ID and Google Account when connecting to the mobile backend in order to be authenticated.

Authentication and authorization is not enabled by default in the Mobile Backend Starter. It possible to enable authentication and authorization in the Mobile Backend Starter by doing for example following steps:

1) Navigate to settings of the mobile backend with an Internet browser.
2) Change authentication / authorization setting to “Secured by Client IDs (Recommended)”.
   → See FIGURE 75.
3) Provide Android Client ID.
4) Provide Web Client ID.
5) Provide iOS Client ID.
6) Click “Save” action.

→ Authentication / authorization settings are now defined so that it is possible to authenticate and authorize notes mobile application in the mobile backend.

![Image: Mobile Backend settings]

FIGURE 75. Authentication / Authorization settings of the notes mobile backend

The authentication / authorization setting “Secured by Client IDs” will authorize all authenticated call to be able to access notes in the Cloud Datastore. It is possible improve authorization of notes by adding prefix in to the kind name of the notes entity. It is possible for example to make sure that only entity owner can update or delete a note by adding a [private] kind name prefix to the notes entity. In the notes mobile application case it is required only to authorize all authenticated calls.
4.4.3 Microsoft Azure

In order to setup MBaaS solution in the Microsoft Azure, a mobile service needs to be created. It is possible to create a mobile service in the Microsoft Azure management portal by doing for example following steps:

1) Browse to Microsoft Azure management portal with an Internet browser.
2) Sign in to Microsoft Azure management portal.
3) Click the “New” action in the bottom of the Microsoft Azure management portal.  
   → List of actions will be visible.
4) Select Compute / Mobile Service / Create from the actions list.  
   → “New mobile service” dialog will be visible.
5) Input URL, database, region and backend type of the MBaaS solution to the “New mobile service” dialog.  
   → In the FIGURE 76 is presented a screen capture of the “New mobile service” dialog with an example inputs for URL, database, region and backend type questions.
6) Click the “Next” action in the bottom right corner of the “New mobile service” dialog.  
   → Database settings will be visible.
7) Specify the database settings.  
   → In the FIGURE 77 is presented a screen capture of the “New mobile service” dialog with an example database settings specified.
8) Click the “Complete” action in the bottom right corner of the “New mobile service” dialog.  
   → “New mobile service” dialog is closed.  
   → Microsoft Azure management portal navigates to mobile services management (see FIGURE 78).  
   → The mobile service defined in the “New mobile service” dialog is visible in the mobile services list with a status of “Creating”.  
   → When the creation of the mobile service is done, the status of the mobile service changes to “Ready”.  
   → The setup of the MBaaS solution in the Microsoft Azure is done.
FIGURE 76. “New mobile service” dialog in the Microsoft Azure management portal with an example inputs for URL, database, region and backend type questions.

FIGURE 77. Specify database settings step of the “New mobile service” dialog in the Microsoft Azure management portal with an example database settings specified.
In order to be able to store notes in the cloud solution, a data table needs to be created in the mobile service. It is possible to create a data table in the mobile service for example by doing following steps:

1) Navigate to mobile service management in the Microsoft Azure management portal.

2) Select the mobile service where you would like to add a data table.
   → Microsoft Azure management portal will navigate to mobile service management (see FIGURE 79).

3) Click “DATA” in the mobile service management navigation.
   → Management of the mobile service data tables is visible (see FIGURE 80).

4) Click “ADD A TABLE” or “Create” action.
   → “Create New Table” dialog is visible (see FIGURE 81).

5) Give name for the new data table.

9) Click “Complete” action in the bottom right corner of the “Create New Table” dialog.
   → “Create New Table” dialog will be closed.
   → Microsoft Azure navigates to management of data tables.
   → Microsoft Azure starts creating the new data table.
   → After the data table creation is completed, the new data table will be visible in the data table management (see FIGURE 82).
FIGURE 79. Mobile service management in the Microsoft Azure management portal

FIGURE 80. Management of mobile service data tables
FIGURE 81. “Create New Table” dialog in the Microsoft Azure management portal

FIGURE 82. Notes data table listed in the data table management

Microsoft Azure will create the data table with following columns: id, _createdAt, _updatedAt and _version. In order to be able to store text of a note it is required to add new
column to the notes data table. It is possible to add a new column to a data table for example by doing following steps:

1) Navigate to management of the data tables in the mobile service.
2) Select the data table where you would like to add a new column.
   → Data table management will be visible (see FIGURE 83).
3) Click “COLUMNS” from the data table management navigation.
   → Columns of the data table will be listed (see FIGURE 84).
4) Click “ADD COLUMN” action from the bottom of the Microsoft Azure management portal.
   → “Add Column” dialog will be visible (see FIGURE 85).
5) Define the data type for the column.
   → It is possible to define following types: string, number, date or boolean.
6) Define the name for the column.
7) Click “Complete” action in the bottom right corner of the “Add Column” dialog.
   → “Add Column” dialog will be closed.
   → Microsoft Azure starts adding the new column to the data table.
   → After the column is added, the new column will be visible in the list of data table columns (see FIGURE 86).

FIGURE 83. Data table management for the notes data table
FIGURE 84. Columns of the notes data table

FIGURE 85. “Add Column” dialog in the Microsoft Azure management portal
FIGURE 86. Notes data table with the new text column

Microsoft Azure mobile services SDK makes possible to connect to an existing data table from the mobile application. By connecting to the notes data table from the notes mobile application it is possible to for example view, create, update or delete notes. How in practice the connection is made and how a data table is used, it is required to use mobile platform specific code. Microsoft Azure provides own mobile services SDK for iOS, Android and Windows Phone. In the appendix 3 it is possible to see an example code how Microsoft Azure mobile services SDK can be used in the Windows Phone notes mobile application to connect to notes data table.

In order to make possible for the notes mobile application to register listening changes of a certain note, it is required to create a data table in the mobile service for the registrations. In the registration data table needs to be defined following columns: handle (String), devicetype (String) and noteid (String). In the handle column will be stored the device PNS handle. The PNS handle is required in order to be able to push note change messages to the correct notes mobile application. In the devicetype column will be stored the type of device (e.g. Android, iOS or Windows Phone). It is required to store the device type in order to be able to use correct PNS. In the noteid column will be stored id of the note. Id of the note needs to be stored to specify which note changes the listener wants to listen. In the FIGURE 87 it is possible to see the note change registration data table in the Microsoft Azure management portal.
In order to send note change messages to registered note change listeners, it is required to add custom script to update operation of the notes data table. The custom scripts needs to written with JavaScript. The custom script needs to be added to update operation since it will be executed always when a note is changed. It is possible to add custom script to update operation of the notes data table for example by doing following steps:

1) Navigate to notes data table management.
2) Select “SCRIPT” from the navigation of the notes data table management.
   → Insert operation script of the notes data table is visible.
3) Change operation to “Update”.
   → Update operation script of the notes data table is visible (see FIGURE 88).
4) Write the script to send note change messages
   → In the FIGURE 89 and FIGURE 90 it is possible to see an example script how it is possible to send note change messages to registered listeners.
5) Click “Save” action in the bottom of the Microsoft Azure management portal.
   → Notes data table is now modified to send note change messages to registered listeners.
The custom script in the FIGURE 89 and FIGURE 90 will first complete the request received from the notes mobile application. The request in this case will contain the updated note. After the note has been updated successfully, function sendNotifications will be executed. The sendNotifications function will first search all registered listeners related to the updated note. After finding all registered listeners, the sendNotifications function will check the device type of the registered listener. The device type needs to be checked in order to use the correct PNS for sending the note change message. After the device type is recognized, as a last thing the sendNotifications function will execute device specific script for sending the note change message. In the device specific scripts the PNS handle (defined by the registered listener) will be used to make sure that the note change message will be sent to the correct notes mobile application.

FIGURE 88. Update operation script of the notes data table
FIGURE 89. First part of the Update operation script of the notes data table

```javascript
1 function update(item, user, request) {
2     request.execute({
3         success: function() {
4             request.respond();
5             sendNotifications(item);
6         },
7     },
8     );
9 }
10
11 function sendNotifications(note) {
12     var registrationsTable = tables.getTable('NoteChangeRegistrations');
13     registrationsTable.where({noteId: note.id})
14     .read({success: function(registrations) {
15         registrations.forEach(function(registration) {
16             if (registration.deviceType == "WindowsPhone") {
17                 pushChangeMessageToWindowsPhone(registration);
18             } else if (registration.deviceType == "Android") {
19                 pushChangeMessageToAndroid(registration);
20             } else if (registration.deviceType == "iOS") {
21                 pushChangeMessageToiOS(registration);
22             }
23         });
24     });
25 }
26
27 function pushChangeMessageToWindowsPhone(registration) {
28     push艮Message(registration.handle, {
29         title: "Note changed!",
30         content: "Note id: " + registration.noteId + ","
31     });
32 }
33
34 function pushChangeMessageToAndroid(registration) {
35     push艮Message(registration.handle, {
36         title: "Note changed!",
37         content: "Note id: " + registration.noteId + ","
38     });
39 }
40
41 function pushChangeMessageToiOS(registration) {
42     push艮Message(registration.handle, {
43         title: "Note changed!",
44         content: "Note id: " + registration.noteId + ","
45     });
46 }
```

FIGURE 90. Last part of the Update operation script of the notes data table
In order to send note changed messages to Android and iOS mobile applications, it is required that the push notification settings are set correctly in the Microsoft Azure mobile service configuration. It is possible to find Android and iOS push notification settings for example by doing following steps:

1) Navigate to mobile service management
2) Select “PUSH” from the mobile service management navigation
   → apple push notification settings are visible
   → google cloud messaging settings are visible

In order to send note change messages to Android mobile application it is require that API KEY setting is defined in the google cloud messaging settings. In order to push note change messages to iOS mobile application it is required that the certificate is defined in the apple push notification settings.

Authentication of the notes mobile application can be done in the mobile service by using application key. The application key is defined in the mobile service. The mobile application needs to use the application key when it connects to the mobile service using the mobile services SDK. It is possible to define new application key or see the current application key of the mobile service for example by doing following steps:
1) Navigate to mobile service management in the Microsoft Azure management portal.

2) Click “MANAGE KEYS” action in the bottom of the Microsoft Azure management portal.
   → “Manage Access Keys” dialog will be visible.
   → Current application key is visible.

3) Click the “regenerate” action to create a new application key.

FIGURE 92. “Manage Access Keys” dialog in the Microsoft Azure management portal

Authorization of the notes mobile application can be done by setting permissions to the data tables. The notes mobile application will use following data tables from the mobile service: notes and NoteChangeRegistrations. To make sure that only the authenticated notes mobile application can access to previously mentioned data tables, it is required to adjust permissions of the notes and NoteChangeRegistrations data tables. It is possible to set permission to the notes data table for example by doing following steps:

1) Navigate to notes data table management in the Microsoft Azure management portal.

2) Select “PERMISSION” from the navigation of the notes data table management.
   → Permissions of the notes data table will be visible.
3) Select “Anybody with the Application Key” for every operation of the notes data table.

4) Click “Save” from the bottom of the Microsoft Azure management portal → Microsoft Azure starts saving the defined permissions for the notes data table. → After the saving is completed the notes data table can be accessed only when the application key is provided.

FIGURE 93. Permissions of the notes data table
5 COMPARISON

5.1 Setting up the MBaaS solution

Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud Platform and Microsoft Azure have different approaches on how to setup MBaaS solution in the cloud platform. One of the biggest difference is that Amazon Web Services does not provide one service or solution which could act as MBaaS solution. In the Amazon Web Services it is required to setup each required services as an own service in order to create MBaaS cloud solution. Google Cloud Platform does not either have MBaaS solution in the cloud platform. Google’s approach is to give a starter solution (Mobile Backend Starter) which can be customized and deployed to Google’s Cloud Platform (App Engine). Microsoft Azure has MBaaS solution (Mobile Services) in the cloud platform. Microsoft Azure is also giving possibility to customize the MBaaS solution in a local development environment or directly from the Microsoft Azure management portal.

5.2 Pull Information to Cloud Solution

Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud Platform and Microsoft Azure have all SDKs for making possible to pull information from the mobile application to the cloud solution. How in practice the SDK is used to pull information from the mobile application to the cloud solution in Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud Platform or Microsoft Azure can depend on where the information will be stored or what kind of API/functionality is used from the cloud solution.

5.3 Store Information in Cloud Solution

Amazon Web Services does not provide MBaaS solution with a default datastore. MBaaS solutions of Google Cloud Platform and Microsoft Azure have a default datastore which can be used to store information in the cloud solution. In the Mobile Backend Starter of the Google Cloud Platform the default datastore is Cloud Datastore. In the Mobile Services of the Microsoft Azure the default datastore is Microsoft Azure SQL Database. One
big difference between Microsoft Azure SQL Database and Cloud Datastore is that Microsoft Azure SQL Database is relational database and Cloud Datastore is non-relational database. To use in the Mobile Services of the Microsoft Azure or in the Mobile Backend Starter of the Google Cloud Platform other datastore than the default, customization of the cloud solution is required.

Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud Platform and Microsoft Azure provides possibility to store information to a relational or non-relational database. It is also possible with Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud Platform and Microsoft Azure to store objects which size can be large (for example videos or images).

5.4 Process Information in Cloud Solution

Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud Platform and Microsoft Azure provides possibility to create custom APIs which can be used by the mobile application to process information in the cloud solution. To create a custom API in the Amazon Web Services it is required to setup a custom virtual server with a custom web service. Custom APIs in the Google Cloud Platform can be done using Google Cloud Endpoints. The Mobile Backend Starter of the Google Cloud Platform uses Google Cloud Endpoints. In the Microsoft Azure custom APIs is a feature of Mobile Service.

Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud Platform and Microsoft Azure provides possibility to schedule jobs to be executed in the cloud solution. In the Amazon Web Services it is required to take into use specific service to make possible to schedule jobs. In the Google Cloud Platform scheduling jobs is a feature of App Engine. The Mobile Backend Starter of the Google Cloud Platform uses App Engine. In the Microsoft Azure scheduling jobs is a feature of Mobile Services.

In the Mobile Services of the Microsoft Azure it is possible to add custom logic to process information in every insert, update, delete or read operation of a data table. Google Cloud Platform or Amazon Web Services does not provide similar possibility.
In the App Engine of the Google Cloud Platform it is possible to use Task Queue feature. With the Task Queue feature it is possible to put tasks in to a queue. Mobile Services of the Microsoft Azure or Amazon Web Services does not provide similar possibility.

5.5 Push Information to Mobile Application

Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud Platform and Microsoft Azure supports information push from the cloud solution to mobile applications which supports Apple Push Notification service or Google Cloud Messaging. With Amazon Web Services it is also possible to push information to mobile applications which supports Amazon Device Messaging. With Microsoft Azure it is also possible to push information to mobile applications which support Microsoft Push Notification Service or Windows Push Notification Service.

With Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud Platform and Microsoft Azure it is possible to push information to a certain user of a mobile application or group of mobile application users. The terms (tag, topic) used to describe / filter information differs between the compared cloud solutions but publish / subscribe functionality in all compared cloud solutions is similar.

Microsoft Azure makes possible to push information to a mobile application using a template defined by the mobile application. Amazon Web Services or Google Cloud Platform does not provide similar functionality.

Google Cloud Platform has a feature called Continuous Queries. Similar functionality does not exists out of the box in the Amazon Web Services or in the Microsoft Azure. It is possible to build also similar functionality using for example publish / subscribe functionality to Amazon Web Services or to Microsoft Azure.
5.6 Security

In the Amazon Web Services it is possible to authenticate user for example using identity providers which support SAML 2.0 (for example using Microsoft Active Directory, Facebook or Google). In the Amazon Web Services it is possible to authenticate user also using users feature of Amazon Identity and Access Management. In the Mobile Backend Starter of the Google Cloud Platform it is possible to authenticate user using Google Account Authentication. In the Microsoft Azure Mobile Service it is possible to authenticate user using following identity providers: Microsoft, Facebook, Twitter, Google and Microsoft Azure Active Directory.

Amazon Web Services offers also multi-factor authentication to add extra layer of protection on top of IAM authentication. Mobile Backend Starter of the Google Cloud Platform or Microsoft Azure Mobile Services does not provide similar possibility out of the box.

In the Amazon Web Services it is possible to authenticate mobile application using users feature of Amazon Identity and Access Management. In the Mobile Backend Starter of the Google Cloud Platform it is possible to authenticate mobile application using Client ID. In the Microsoft Azure Mobile Services it is possible to authenticate mobile application using master or application key. The difference between compared cloud solutions is that Amazon Web Services and Mobile Backend Starter of the Google Cloud Platform makes possible to have several different authentication keys for mobile applications. In the Microsoft Azure it is possible to define two authentication keys (master and application).

In all compared cloud solutions it is possible to use existing authorization functionality and / or implement custom functionality for handling authorization. Amazon Web Services provides Identity and Access Management groups, roles, permissions and policies as an existing authorization functionality. Mobile Backend Starter of the Google Cloud Platform provides Access Control for Cloud Entities as an existing authorization functionality. Microsoft Azure Mobile Services provides as an existing authorization functionality a possibility to add permissions to data table and custom API operations.
5.7 Mobile Platform Support

Amazon Web Services provides native SDKs for Android, iOS, Java, .NET, JavaScript (browser), JavaScript (Node.js), PHP, Python and Ruby. Amazon Web Services SDK for the .NET supports Windows Phone. The Mobile Backend Starter of the Google Cloud Platform supports Android and iOS mobile platforms. Microsoft Azure Mobile Services provides native SDKs for Windows Store, Windows Phone, Android and iOS mobile platforms.

Amazon Web Services supports information push to Android, iOS and Kindle Fire mobile applications. Mobile Backend Starter of the Google Cloud Platform supports information push to Android and iOS mobile applications. Microsoft Azure Mobile Services supports information push to Android, iOS, Windows Store and Windows Phone mobile applications.

5.8 Pricing Model

Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud Platform and Microsoft Azure provides pricing calculators. With Amazon Web Services pricing calculator it is possible to calculate monthly cost estimate. With Google Cloud Platform pricing calculator it is not possible to calculate complete monthly cost estimate for all Google Cloud Platform products which are used by the Mobile Backend Starter. Google Cloud Platform pricing calculator can be used to calculate cost estimates only for certain Google Cloud Platform products. With Microsoft Azure pricing calculator it is possible to calculate monthly cost estimate for Mobile Services.

In the Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud Platform and Microsoft Azure pricing goes based on usage of a selected service of it. Every service in the compared cloud solutions have own pricing factors. Amazon Web Services does not provide pricing categories like App Engine of Google Cloud Platform (free, paid and premium) or Mobile Service of Microsoft Azure (free, basic and standard) provides. In the Microsoft Azure on top of the prizing categories exists following pricing plans: “pay-as-you-go plan” and “6 or 12-month plan”. By selecting the “6 or 12-month plan” in the Microsoft Azure it is possible
to save 20 – 32% compared to “pay-as-you-go plan”. Amazon Web Services or Google Cloud Platform does not offer a time based pricing plans like Microsoft Azure offers.

At the writing time of this master’s thesis Amazon Web Services offered a free usage tier. With the free usage tier it is possible to use Amazon Web Services for free in a certain given limits. The free usage tier of the Amazon Web Services is valid only for 12 months starting from the user sign up date to Amazon Web Services. Mobile Backend Starter of the Google Cloud Platform uses Google Cloud Endpoints and App Engine. Google Cloud Platform offers Google Cloud Endpoints as a product free for applications running on top of App Engine. The Mobile Backend Starter of the Google Cloud Platform runs on top of the App Engine so the Google Cloud Endpoints is free as a product in the Mobile Backend Starter. Google has defined usage quotas for the App Engine applications so that every application is free within certain usage quota. The usage quotas in the App Engine is defined per day basis. At the written time of this master’s thesis Microsoft Azure offered free one month trial including 150 € to spend on all Microsoft Azure services. Microsoft Azure offers also free pricing category which makes possible to use Microsoft Azure for free in certain limits.
6 CONCLUSION

Based on this master’s thesis study and comparison of Amazon.com’s, Google’s and Microsoft’s cloud platforms it is possible to see that all previously mentioned cloud platforms offers different kind of approach on what comes to mobile application support. It is possible to see that Amazon Web Services does not offer one product or service which could be identified as MBaaS product. In the Amazon Web Services it is required to use different Amazon Web Services products or services in order to create MBaaS solution. Microsoft Azure provides one product (Mobile Services) which can identified as MBaaS solution. The Mobile Services can be customized and exists in the Microsoft Azure cloud platform. Google Cloud Platform provides a “code project” called Mobile Backend Starter which can be customized and deployed to Google Cloud Platform. A deployed Mobile Backend Starter can be identified as MBaaS solution.

To pick the right cloud solution for a mobile application can depend on several factors like is the development team able to understand or customize a given MBaaS code project, does the development team have time to learn different products or services offered by the selected cloud solution, is all required mobile platforms supported by the selected cloud solution, what kind of features from the cloud solution are required by the mobile application, is the customization of the MBaaS required and how much does costs to run the selected cloud solution. There can many factors based on for example the development team, the actual mobile application or investors of the mobile application. Every case of building a mobile application can be unique situation with unique requirements. It is not even a bad thing to switch from one cloud solution to another during the creation of a mobile application if the current requirements requires the switch.

In the FIGURE 94, FIGURE 95 and FIGURE 96 is presented pros and cons for the studied and compared cloud solutions. Pros and cons are listed based on this master’s thesis study and comparison. The pros and cons can make easier to choose the most suitable cloud solution for a certain case of building a mobile application.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amazon Web Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>+</strong> Wide range of services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon Web Services provides wide range of services. From the Amazon Web Services it is possible to find for example several services just for storing information in the Amazon Web Services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>+</strong> Pricing calculator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon Web Services provides pricing calculator which makes possible to calculate cost estimates for the MBaaS solution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>+</strong> Scalable services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From the Amazon Web Services it is possible to pick services which can support for example scalability of the data model and gives possibility to introduce new features for the MBaaS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>+</strong> Authentication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon Web Services provides several different possibilities to authenticate user and mobile application. It is possible to authenticate user for example using SAML 2.0 provider like Facebook or Google.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>+ / -</strong> Authorization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon Web Services can provide based on selected service of it possibility to add authorization rules or logic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>-</strong> Several services needs to be used in order to create a MBaaS solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon Web Services does not provide one service which could be identified as MBaaS. It is required to use several services from the Amazon Web Services in order to have MBaaS solution.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
- Setup time of MBaaS

Because of the wide range of services in the Amazon Web Services, it is required use time to be able to choose the correct services. From a person having previous experience of Amazon Web Service it might not take as much time as it can take from a person without any previous experience of Amazon Web Service. In the Amazon Web Service all used services needs to be set up separately.

- Support of mobile platform

Amazon Web Services offers SDK for Android, iOS and Windows Phone mobile platforms. Amazon Web Services supports only pushing information to Android and iOS mobile applications. It is not possible to push information from the Amazon Web Services to for example Windows Phone mobile application.

FIGURE 94. Amazon Web Services pros and cons

Google Cloud Platform

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>+</th>
<th>Provides MBaaS solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Google provides Mobile Backend Starter code project which can be deployed to Google App Engine. The code project will provide basic functionality in order to create MBaaS solution in the Google Cloud Platform.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>+</th>
<th>Scalability of the backend</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>It is possible to modify the Mobile Backend Starter of the Google Cloud Platform to match as good as possible to needs of the mobile application. Modifications to Mobile Backend Starter needs to be done by chancing or introducing new code to Mobile Backend Starter.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>+</th>
<th>Scalability of the default datastore</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>By default Mobile Backend Starter of the Google Cloud Platform uses Cloud Datastore which is a non-relational database. With the non-relational database it can be easier to adapt to future needs of the mobile application compared to relational database.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>Setup time of MBaaS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The setup of the Mobile Backend Starter can be done in the Google Cloud Console by browsing to Mobile Backend Starter page and pressing “Deploy” action. In the Google Cloud Platform it is not required to setup several services separately in order to setup MBaaS.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>+</th>
<th>Continuous Queries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Continuous Queries feature of the Google Cloud Platform makes possible to create queries to past and future. By making a query to future it is possible to push information from the Google Cloud Platform to a mobile application in the future if the defined query conditions are met.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>-</th>
<th>Authentication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mobile Backend Starter of the Google Cloud Platform supports only authentication using Google Account and Client IDs. Mobile Backend Starter does not support authentication using for example Twitter, Facebook or Microsoft.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>-</th>
<th>Authorization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In the Mobile Backend Starter of the Google Cloud Platform it is required to add a prefix on the cloud entity kind name in order to define authorization rule for a cloud entity. It is required to add custom logic to handle authorization in a custom API. To make authorization work it is required always that the authentication has been done using Google Account and Client ID.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>-</th>
<th>Support of mobile platform</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mobile Backend Starter of the Google Cloud Platform supports only Android and iOS mobile platform. Mobile Backend Starter does not support for example Windows Phone mobile platform.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>-</th>
<th>Pricing calculator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>With the pricing calculator of the Google Cloud Platform it is not possible to calculate price estimates for Mobile Backend Starter.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 95. Google Cloud Platform pros and cons
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Microsoft Azure</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>+</strong> Provides MBaaS solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Azure provides one service (Mobile Services) in the cloud which can be identified as MBaaS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>+</strong> Setup time of MBaaS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Services setup can be done in the Microsoft Azure management console. In the Microsoft Azure it is not required to setup several different services separately in order to setup MBaaS solution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>+</strong> Scalability of the backend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Services of the Microsoft Azure is built on top Node.js. It is possible to access sources of the created Mobile Service and add functionality to it. New functionalities needs to implemented using JavaScript. In the Mobile Service it is possible add script to every operation of a data table or a custom API. The script that will be added to operation of a data table or custom API needs to be implemented using JavaScript.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>+</strong> Authentication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Services of the Microsoft Azure supports user authentication using Microsoft, Facebook, Twitter, Google or Microsoft Azure Active Directory. It is possible authenticate mobile application using application key.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>+</strong> Authorization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Services of the Microsoft Azure provides possibility to define authorization rules for every operation of data table or custom API. It is possible also to add custom authorization logic in every operation of data table or custom API.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>+</strong> Support of mobile platforms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Services provides SDKs for Android, iOS and Windows Phone mobile platforms. It is possible to push information from the Mobile Services to Android, iOS or Windows Phone mobile application.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 96. Microsoft Azure pros and cons
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1. An example code that uses Amazon DynamoDB table from Windows Phone mobile application.

In this appendix it is possible to see an example code how AWS SDK can be used in the Windows Phone mobile application to communicate with Amazon DynamoDB table. In this example Windows Phone mobile application will contain a page with four buttons: insert, update, get and delete. By pressing insert button it is possible to insert new note to notes data table which is located in the notes mobile service. By pressing update button it is possible to update note in the notes data table. By pressing get button it is possible to get note from the notes data table. By pressing delete it is possible to delete a note from the notes data table.

In the FIGURE 1 it is possible to see C# class NotesAmazonDynamoDBAdapter which is used to insert note to Amazon DynamoDB table, get a note from the Amazon DynamoDB table, update note in the Amazon DynamoDB table and delete note from the Amazon DynamoDB table. The NotesAmazonDynamoDBAdapter needs to be constructed with an instance of AmazonDynamoDBClient class. The AmazonDynamoDBClient is instantiated in the App.xaml.cs file of the notes mobile application. In the FIGURE 2 it is possible to see how AmazonDynamoDBClient is instantiated in practice. AmazonDynamoDBClient is instantiated in this example by giving following parameters: awsAccessKeyId, awsSecretAccessKey and region. In practice the awsAccessKeyId and awsSecretAccessKey are used to authenticate and authorize the example mobile application in the Amazon. Region is provide for the AmazonDynamoDBClient to define which AWS region will received the requests. In this example EUWest1 region is used. The AmazonDynamoDBClient class is defined in the AWS SDK. In order to communicate with a table in the Amazon DynamoDB, it is required to create a class that will represent the table in the Amazon DynamoDB. In the FIGURE 3 it is possible to see the definition of the Notes class which represent notes table in the Amazon DynamoDB. It is possible to insert note to Amazon DynamoDB table or update note in the Amazon DynamoDB table by creating a DynamoDBContext and using SaveAsync method of it. The SaveAsync method will take in as parameter the note that will be created or updated. It is possible to get note from the Amazon DynamoDB by creating a DynamoDBContext and using LoadAsync method of it. The LoadAsync method is generic and will required a
The LoadAsync method will also require as a parameter the hash key of the row that will be loaded from the Amazon DynamoDB table. It is possible to delete a note from the Amazon DynamoDB by creating a DynamoDBContext and using DeleteAsync method of it. The DeleteAsync method will require as a parameter the note that will be deleted. In the FIGURE 4 it is possible see how NotesAmazonDynamoDBAdapter is instantiated and used in the main page of the Notes mobile application.

```csharp
using Amazon.DynamoDBv2;
using Amazon.DynamoDBv2.DataModel;
using Microsoft.Examples.Notes;
using System.Threading.Tasks;

namespace NotesWindowsPhone
{
    class NotesAmazonDynamoDBAdapter
    {
        private readonly AmazonDynamoDBClient _client;

        public NotesAmazonDynamoDBAdapter(AmazonDynamoDBClient client)
        {
            _client = client;
        }

        public async Task Insert(Note note)
        {
            using (var context = new DynamoDBContext(_client))
            {
                await context.SaveAsync(note);
            }
        }

        public async Task<Note> Get(string noteId)
        {
            using (var context = new DynamoDBContext(_client))
            {
                return await context.LoadAsync<Note>(noteId);
            }
        }

        public async Task Update(Note note)
        {
            using (var context = new DynamoDBContext(_client))
            {
                await context.SaveAsync(note);
            }
        }

        public async Task Delete(Note note)
        {
            using (var context = new DynamoDBContext(_client))
            {
                await context.DeleteAsync(note);
            }
        }
    }
}
```

FIGURE 1. NotesAmazonDynamoDBAdapter C# class which is used to communicate with notes table in the Amazon DynamoDB.

using Amazon;
using Amazon.DynamoDBv2;
using Microsoft.Phone.Controls;
using Microsoft.Phone.Shell;
using Microsoft.WindowsAzure.MobileServices;
using NotesWindowsPhone.Resources;
using System;
using System.Diagnostics;
using System.Windows;
using System.Windows.Markup;

namespace NotesWindowsPhone
{
    public partial class App : Application
    {
        /// <summary>
        /// Provides easy access to the root frame of the Phone Application.
        /// </summary>
        public static PhoneApplicationFrame RootFrame { get; private set; }

        public static AmazonDynamoDBClient DynamoDBClient = new AmazonDynamoDBClient(
            "AKIAIOQJGJL35IYRQ5SA",
            "cw00k/vv92H7fNvG6Rv/rlvz8f6s51sQDvwhc/d",
            RegionEndpoint.EUWest1);
    }
}

FIGURE 3. NotesDynamoDBModel class which represents notes table in the Amazon DynamoDB.

using Amazon.DynamoDBv2.DataModel;

namespace NotesWindowsPhone
{
    [DynamoDBTable("Notes")]
    public class NotesDynamoDBModel
    {
        [DynamoDBHashKey("Notes ID")]
        // hash key
        public string Id { get; set; }

        [DynamoDBProperty]
        public string Text { get; set; }
    }
}
FIGURE 4. Code behind of the Notes mobile application main page.
Appendix 2. An example code that uses Google Cloud Datastore from Android mobile application.

In this appendix it is possible to see an example code how Google Cloud Datastore can be used from Android mobile application. In this example Android mobile application will contain a page with four buttons: insert, update, get and delete. By pressing insert button it is possible to insert new note entity to the Google Cloud Datastore. By pressing update button it is possible to update note entity in the Google Cloud Datastore. By pressing get button it is possible to get note entity from the Google Cloud Datastore. By pressing delete it is possible to delete a note entity from the Google Cloud Datastore.

In the FIGURE 1 it is possible to see an example code how new note entity can be inserted to Google Cloud Datastore. The example code in the FIGURE 1 will be executed when insert button is pressed in the Android mobile application. In the previously mentioned example code, new note is created using CloudEntity class as a first thing. The CloudEntity class is defined in the Cloud Backend API of the Mobile Backend Starter. In the example code the new note will be given a property called “Text” and value of it will be set to “Inserted a note”. After the new note is created, a handler will be created for handling response from the Google Cloud Datastore. In the handler is handled what should be done when the note has been inserted to Google Cloud Datastore (onComplete) and what should be done when the insert of note will fail (onError). In this example when the note has been inserted it will be stored to mNote instance variable. It is possible to see in the FIGURE 2 the definition of the mNote instance variable. In this example nothing will be done in case the insert of note will fail. As a last thing in this example the new note will be inserted asynchronously to the Google Cloud Datastore. In this example the creation of backend class (CloudBackendAsync) is done in own method (getBackend). It is possible to see the definition of the getBackend method in the FIGURE 3. The CloudBackendAsync class is defined in the Cloud Backend API of the Mobile Backend Starter. The CloudBackendAsync class will require in the constructor the context of the current mobile application. It is possible to get the context of the current mobile application for example by calling getApplicationContext method.
FIGURE 1. Code example for inserting a new note entity to the Google Cloud Datastore.

```java
public void onInsertClick(View view) {
    mNote = new CloudEntity("Notes");
    mNote.put("Text", "Inserted a note");

    CloudCallbackHandler<CloudEntity> handler = new CloudCallbackHandler<CloudEntity>() {
        @Override
        public void onComplete(final CloudEntity result) {
            mNote = result;
        }

        @Override
        public void onError(final IOException exception) {
        }
    };

    getBackend().insert(mNote, handler);
}
```

FIGURE 2. Instance variable mNote that will be used in the Android mobile application example to store a note in memory.

```java
public class NotesActivity extends Activity {
    private CloudEntity mNote;
}
```

FIGURE 3. Code example how to create the backend class for communicating with Google Cloud Datastore.

```java
private CloudBackendAsync getBackend()
{
    return new CloudBackendAsync(this.getApplicationContext());
}
```

In the FIGURE 4 it is possible to see an example code how note entity can be retrieved from the Google Cloud Datastore. It is possible to use get method from the CloudBackendAsync class for retrieving an entity from the Google Cloud Datastore. In the FIGURE 5 it is possible to see an example code how note entity can be updated in the Google Cloud Datastore. It is possible to use update method from the CloudBackendAsync class for updating a note entity in the Google Cloud Datastore. In the FIGURE 6 it is possible to see an example code how note entity can be removed from the Google Cloud Datastore. It is possible to use delete method of the CloudBackendAsync class for removing a note from the Google Cloud Datastore.
FIGURE 4. Code example for retrieving a note entity from the Google Cloud Datastore.

```java
public void onGetClick(View view) {
    CloudEntity entityQuery = new CloudEntity("Notes");
    entityQuery.setId(mNote.getId());
    CloudCallbackHandler<CloudEntity> handler = new CloudCallbackHandler<CloudEntity>() {
        @Override
        public void onComplete(final CloudEntity result) {
            mNote = result;
        }
        
        @Override
        public void onError(final IOException exception) {
        }
    }
    getBackend().get(entityQuery, handler);
}
```

FIGURE 5. Code example for updating a note entity in the Google Cloud Datastore.

```java
public void onUpdateClick(View view) {
    mNote.put("Text", "Updated a note");
    CloudCallbackHandler<CloudEntity> handler = new CloudCallbackHandler<CloudEntity>() {
        @Override
        public void onComplete(final CloudEntity result) {
            mNote = result;
        }
        
        @Override
        public void onError(final IOException exception) {
        }
    }
    getBackend().update(mNote, handler);
}
```

FIGURE 6. Code example for removing a note entity from the Google Cloud Datastore.

```java
public void onDeleteClick(View view) {
    CloudCallbackHandler<Void> handler = new CloudCallbackHandler<Void>() {
        @Override
        public void onComplete(Void results) {
            mNote = null;
        }
    }
    getBackend().delete(mNote, handler);
}
```
Appendix 3. An example code that uses Microsoft Azure mobile services SDK in Windows Phone mobile application.

In this appendix it is possible to see an example code how Microsoft Azure mobile service SDK can be used in the Windows Phone mobile application. In this example Windows Phone mobile application will contain a page with four buttons: insert, update, get and delete. By pressing insert button it is possible to insert new note to notes data table which is located in the notes mobile service. By pressing update button it is possible to update note in the notes data table. By pressing get button it is possible to get note from the notes data table. By pressing delete it is possible to delete a note from the notes data table.

In the FIGURE 1 it is possible to see C# class NotesMobileServiceAdapter which is used to insert note to data table, get a note from the data table, update note in the data table and delete note from the data table. The NotesMobileServiceAdapter needs to be constructed with an instance of MobileServiceClient class. The MobileServiceClient is instantiated in the App.xaml.cs file of the notes mobile application. In the FIGURE 2 it is possible to see how MobileServiceClient is instantiated in practice. MobileServiceClient is instantiated in this example by giving following parameters: applicationUrl and applicationKey. The applicationUrl is in practice the location of the mobile service. The applicationKey needs to match with the application key defined in the mobile service. The MobileServiceClient is a class that is defined in the Microsoft Azure mobile services SDK. It is possible to connect to a data table by using GetTable method of the MobileServiceClient class. The GetTable method is a generic and needs a type that represents the data table in the mobile service. In this example Notes class is used to represent the notes data table in the mobile service. In the FIGURE 3 it is possible to see the definition of the Notes class. It is possible to insert note to notes data table by using InsertAsync method of the MobileServiceClient class. It is possible to get a note from the notes data table by using LookupAsync method of the MobileServiceClient class. It is possible to update a note in the notes data table by using UpdateAsync method of the MobileServiceClient class. It is possible to delete note from the notes data table by using DeleteAsync method of the MobileServiceClient class. In the FIGURE 4 it is possible see how NotesMobileServiceAdapter is instantiated and used in the main page of the Notes mobile application.
FIGURE 1. NotesMobileServiceAdapter C# class which is used to communicate with notes data table in the Microsoft Azure mobile service.

FIGURE 3. Notes class which represents a data table in the mobile service.

```csharp
using Newtonsoft.Json;

namespace MEng.Examples.Notes
{
    public class Notes
    {
        public string Id { get; set; }
        [JsonProperty(PropertyName = "text")]
        public string Text { get; set; }
    }
}
```

FIGURE 4. Code behind of the Notes mobile application main page.

```csharp
using MEng.Examples.Notes;
using Microsoft.Phone.Controls;
using System.Windows;

namespace NotesWindowsPhone
{
    public partial class MainPage : PhoneApplicationPage
    {
        private readonly INotesService _notesService;
        private Notes _note;

        public MainPage()
        {
            InitializeComponent();
            _notesService = new NotesMobileServiceAdapter(App.MobileService);
        }

        private async void ButtonInsert_Click(object sender, RoutedEventArgs e)
        {
            _note = new Notes { Text = "Inserted new note" }; 
            await _notesService.Insert(_note);
        }

        private async void ButtonUpdate_Click(object sender, RoutedEventArgs e)
        {
            _note.Text = "Updated note";
            await _notesService.Update(_note);
        }

        private async void ButtonGet_Click(object sender, RoutedEventArgs e)
        {
            _note = await _notesService.Get(_note.Id);
        }

        private async void ButtonDelete_Click(object sender, RoutedEventArgs e)
        {
            await _notesService.Delete(_note);
        }
    }
}
```